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Synopsis 

The field of wireless communications has seen phenomenal development over the last 

decade. With the current abundance of applications that use broadband multimedia 

over wired networks it is logical that users will want to have access to these same 

multimedia streams [rom a mobile terminal. Wireless solutions for connectivity to 

networks such as Ethernet networks already exist, however, a method of supporting 

access to an ATM network from a mobile terminal has not yet been standardised. 

Transporting ATM data over the wireless medium poses a number of problems. The 

Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of any proposed wireless ATM network would 

be responsible for resolving many of these problems. Unfortunately, research into 

MAC layers is hampered by the fact that most existing MAC layers cannot be 

modified in order to experiment with the effectiveness of the many MAC protocol 

techniques that exist. 

The focus of this project is therefore on designing and implementing a highly flexible 

MAC framework that is capable of extending the ATM classes of service and QoS 

guarantees over the wireless medium. This system allows experimentation with MAC 

protocols as well as reconfiguration of MAC algorithms on the fly. The MAC 

framework is also capable of processing data at speeds necessary to support multiple 

multimedia streams. 

This MAC framework is implemented on a Texas Instruments Evaluation Module 

based on the TMS320C6201 Digital Signal Processor. Texas Instruments' software, 

Code Composer Studio 2, is used to programme, debug and interpret the outputs of 

the MAC framework. 

A simple, weighted round robin scheduler is included in the MAC framework to test 

the functionality of the framework. LLC packets are generated and processed by the 
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framework and measurements of the data rate and efficiency of the framework are 

made. Modifications or fine-tuning of the framework algorithms are then made in 

order to optimise the speed and efficiency of the MAC framework. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background Information 

Initially, when telecommunications networks began, the focus was on creating a 

network that people could communicate through by using the most natural form of 

human communication, namely speech. For a network to provide an acceptable voice 

connection between two users it was necessary to ensure that the natural 

characteristics of speech were not violated as speech was transported through the 

network. In this way, both users could hold a natural conversation without caring 

about how far apart they were. If the network preserved the characteristics of their 

speech conversation adequately it would seem as if the person they were talking to 

was right next to them. If there was a high delay between a spoken word and when 

that word was heard, or if there was any delay variation or jitter in the speech 

received, then communication between the two people would be impeded. Minimising 

the end-to-end delay as well as the jitter was therefore a priority in voice networks. 

Data networks were the next evolution in telecommunications. These networks were 

designed with data traffic in mind. The Internet, for example, evolved from a network 

initially built to carry data for the US military, and to allow communications to 

continue in the event of a nuclear attack. Educational institutions then saw the 

usefulness of this network as a means to exchange ideas and data and began using it 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

for non-military purposes. It is still, however, a best effort network and is not suitable 

for carrying real-time data. It is not, for example, well suited to carrying voice traffic 

because it does not place limits on the end-to-end delay or the delay variation of 

traffic. 

Additional traffic types, such as video traffic, soon made an appearance. People 

wanted to communicate not only by using voice but also by sending and receiving 

video images and by transmitting data to one another (e.g. e-mail.) However, due to 

the high cost of building and maintaining a network, it became imperative to combine 

different types of traffic onto one network. This network would need to be able to 

transport all traffic types adequately, ensuring that all of their needs were met. 

The user requirements for an acceptable voice connection and an acceptable data 

connection are very different. Video traffic also has a different set of requirements to 

both voice and data traffic. These differences had to be reconciled and addressed 

within the network if the network was to carry all traffic types simultaneously. It was 

not feasible to treat all traffic with best effort service, as this would result in 

unsatisfactory performance with real-time traffic types. Traffic types can also interfere 

with each other in a best effort network. For example, a flood of data traffic could 

seriously affect the time taken for the delivery of voice traffic. 

Communications networks have therefore evolved from a simple, single traffic type 

paradigm, into networks that attempt to cater for many different traffic types. 

Combined streams of data, voice and video flowing from one user to another are now 

known as multimedia traffic. Networks have developed a number of ways of 

differentiating between traffic types so that their unique requirements are always 

taken into account. One network that provides hard guarantees in terms of the service 

that it will provide to each connection is an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

network. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.2 Multimedia over Wireless Technologies 

The field of wireless communications has seen phenomenal development over the last 

decade. This development combined with the freedom that wireless communication 

gives users to communicate from wherever they wish has led to a massive desire for 

personal mobile communications devices. Devices such as cell phones have become 

necessities rather than novelties in a very short space of time. The subscriber base for 

wireless communications services is growing 15 times faster than that of the wired 

services [BingOl], clearly illustrating the desire of users to have mobile access to 

services. It is very likely that this rate will increase and that an environment will soon 

exist where mobile access is dominant in a network that was previously only 

accessible via a wired terminal. 

With the current abundance of applications that use broadband multimedia over wired 

networks it is logical that users will want to have access to these same multimedia 

streams from a mobile terminal. This means that wireless networks will have to 

evolve to support all of the services (e.g. voice, video, data) that users have come to 

expect over a wired network. To this end it is essential that wireless networks develop 

a way to interface seamlessly with the wired network in order to provide the quality of 

access that users are accustomed to. This need presents researchers with many 

problems. Protocols designed for use on wired systems seldom function well or at all 

over the wireless medium, primarily because of the increased error rate caused by the 

wireless medium [ChanOl]. This means that these protocols have to be modified to 

allow them to achieve reasonable performance over the new medium. Many 

researchers have been investigating ATM over the wireless medium. It is possible to 

convert A TM to some wireless protocol before transmission, using what is known as 

an Inter-Working Function (IWF) where the ATM network ends and the wireless 

network begins. This, however, results in the loss of all of the connection specific 

information (class of service, traffic and QoS parameters) that is stored and monitored 

by ATM networks. The separate priorities of the different classes of traffic are 

therefore also lost This can result in one or more connection's requirements being 

violated. It is for this reason that this research will focus on transmitting native ATM 

over the wireless medium, without converting to another protocol. 
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Chapter 1, Introduction 

In wireless networks the medium is a broadcast medium. This means that multiple 

transmitters share the same physical link. Transmitters can interfere with each other's 

transmissions, resulting in collisions between transmissions and a subsequent loss of 

throughput. A large amount of research is therefore being dedicated to finding an 

optimal, wireless Medium Access Control (MAC) layer for any specific application. 

The MAC layer, as its name implies, governs transmissions over the wireless medium 

by dictating how each transmitter may access the shared medium. The MAC layer can 

therefore ensure that the wireless medium is used efficiently by minimising the 

number of collisions between competing transmitters. Efficient use of wireless 

resources is critical due to the shortage of bandwidth available to wireless systems 

[KubbOl]. 

Access to the medium can be provided in the form of: 

CJ A physical time slot, known as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). 

CJ A physical frequency slot, known as Frequency Division Multiple Access 

(FDMA). 

CJ The entire channel, but with the transmission encoded in such a way so as to 

distinguish it from other transmissions and to minimise the interference with 

other traffic streams. An example of this would be Code Division Multiple 

Access (CDMA). 

CJ Some combination of the above methods. GSM, for example, uses a 

combination of TDMA and FDMA to separate different channels from each 

other [ScouOl]. 

If the wireless system must support ATM, or any protocol that requires QoS or traffic 

differentiation (as is required when multimedia traffic is carried by the network), then 

it is also essential that the MAC layer assign bandwidth in a manner that takes the 

specific requirements of each traffic flow into account. A mechanism to distinguish 

between different types of traffic is therefore needed, as well as a scheduling 

algorithm that takes each traffic flow's individual requirements into account. Further 

details on the MAC layer will be discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

1.2 Objectives of the Thesis 

The Communications Research Group (CRG) at the University of Cape Town (UCT) 

wishes to develop a WATM test-bed. This test-bed should be as flexible as possible, 

allowing researchers to modify any aspect of its functionality in order to evaluate the 

performance of various techniques. Due to the importance of the MAC layer it is vital 

that this layer in particular can be modified or enhanced to suit future research. 

Unfortunately, most proprietary wireless systems that have been researched (such as 

Intersil's PRISM chipset for wireless LAN applications, [InteOl]) contain MAC layers 

that cannot be modified for experimental purposes due to high levels of integration 

onto single chip technology. Also, most of the current research into MAC layers is 

only done in simulation, e.g. [SungOI, PetrOl], leaving the actual implementation and 

testing to other researchers. The focus of this project is therefore on building a system 

that allows the implementation and testing of any MAC layer. This system must be as 

flexible as possible, allowing experimentation with MAC protocols and methods as 

well as reconfiguration of various MAC algorithms on the fly. It is also very 

important that this MAC framework be capable of communicating with other the 

layers above and below it in the final WATM test-bed. 

The MAC framework must support ATM classes of servIce and traffic/QoS 

parameters and must be capable of processing data at rates of approximately lOMbps 

in order to support multiple multimedia traffic streams. A further aim of this research 

is to find MAC techniques that are most suited to handling multimedia traffic 

(multiple connections of voice, video and data). These techniques can then be used in 

the MAC framework. Research into various microcontrollers and Digital Signal 

Processors (DSPs) will also be conducted in order to determine which system is best 

suited to being used in the MAC framework. Further research into real-time Operating 

Systems (OS) must also be conducted. A real-time OS will be used in the 

implementation of the MAC framework to allow the MAC framework to react in real

time to events. 

Once the MAC framework has been implemented its performance can be tested. A 

simple, weighted round robin scheduler will be included in the MAC framework to 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

facilitate this testing. LLC packets will be generated and processed by the framework 

and measurements of the data rate and efficiency of the framework made. 

Modifications or fine-tuning of the framework can then take place in order to optimise 

the speed and efficiency of the MAC framework. 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 

This project is the first project with the aim of developing a W ATM test-bed for the 

CRG lab. It is not reasonable to implement a fully functional WATM system in a 

single project. It is for this reason that certain parts of the final WATM test-bed have 

been singled out for research and development in this project. More specifically, this 

project will focus on the development of a MAC layer for the final WATM test-bed. 

This project does not concern itself with functionality such as: 

o Error detection or correction, as this is handled by the LLC layer, which does 

not form part of the MAC layer. This project will, however, ensure that 

adequate communication of data can take place between the LLC and the 

MAC layers. Recommendations on LLC techniques that should be considered 

in future projects will also be made. 

o Physical Layer (PRY) functionality, however, recommendations with regard 

to which PRY layer future projects should consider as possibilities for the 

W A TM test -bed will be made. 

o The connections between the mobile terminal and the base-station will be 

created and initialised prior to the running of MAC algorithms. There will be 

no support for signalling to establish a connection. 

o Randoff mechanisms and their effects on multimedia traffic have been 

addressed elsewhere and are not in the scope of this thesis [ElberO 1 J. 

As the higher layers of the W ATM test-bed do not yet exist the MAC layer cannot 

receive packets from the higher layers. In this project the packets that would be 

received from the LLC layer (above the MAC layer) will be generated within the 

MAC framework. These packets will not contain data relevant to any specific 

application; only information used by the MAC layer will be valid. Functionality 

allowing the MAC layer to receive valid packets from the LLC layer will, however, 
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Chapter J : Introduction 

be built into the MAC framework. The framework will also assume that, in the future, 

data from the LLC layer will not contain errors. 

The scheduler used in the MAC framework will be discussed in this thesis but it is not 

within the scope of this project to fully develop it. A simple scheduling algorithm 

will, however, be used to test the functionality of the MAC framework. More detailed 

aspects of MAC layer scheduling to support multimedia and QoS parameters will be 

addressed elsewhere [HowO 1]. 

1.4 Plan of Development 

The following chapters are organised as follows: 

o Chapter 2 will delve deeper into the research performed in W ATM to provide 

background information for this project. This chapter will motivate the need 

for WATM as an access technology. A protocol stack for a generic WATM 

system will be presented. This chapter will also discuss the incompatibilities 

between ATM and the wireless medium. The functionality of the radio access 

layers of WATM will be discussed and issues specific to those layers 

highlighted. 

o Once the issues concerning W A TM networks have been discussed, Chapter 3 

will focus on the system design of a MAC framework capable of offering a 

seamless interface to the wired ATM network and of supporting multimedia 

connections. An abstract view of the system under development in this project 

will be presented. The MAC layer chosen for implementation as well as the 

specifications that the embedded system will have to meet will be discussed. 

o Chapter 4 will move on to the architecture and implementation of the system. 

The embedded system chosen will be justified based on the requirements of 

the MAC framework. Further discussion of the chosen embedded system and 

its capabilities will follow. The software tools that will be used to implement 

the MAC layer on the embedded system will then be discussed. The software 

architecture on the embedded system will also be discussed. This includes 

mention of the embedded real-time OS used as well as how separate modules 

of the framework were implemented and how they communicate with each 

other. 
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Chapter I: IntroductIOn 

o Chapter 5 will first describe the functional testing perfonned on the MAC 

framework. This testing verifies that the framework functions according to its 

design. The chapter will then discuss the various perfonnance-related tests 

perfonned on the MAC framework and the results obtained by these tests. 

These tests concern the speed at which the framework is capable of processing 

data. Modifications made to the MAC framework in order to improve 

perfonnance are also discussed. The flexibility of the MAC framework was 

also tested and the test and its results are presented. 

o Chapter 6 will discuss conclusions that can be drawn from the research and 

development of the MAC framework. Conclusions concerning integration with 

future layers of the WATM test-bed as well as the results obtained in this 

research will also be presented. 

Chapter 6 will also provide recommendations for future work on the W ATM 

test-bed. These recommendations are mainly concerned with the development 

of advanced schedulers for the MAC framework, as well as the development 

of other layers of the WATM test-bed. 

a A set of appendices follow chapter 6. These appendices provide additional 

background infonnation as well as more detailed infonnation regarding certain 

aspects of the implementation of the MAC framework. 
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Chapter 2 

Research Review 

This chapter will present information about WATM systems. Many different sources 

of information on W ATM were consulted to learn as much as possible about this wide 

topic. This chapter will focus on summarising the key issues concerning W ATM 

discovered during this research. This chapter will also highlight the incompatibilities 

between ATM and the wireless medium and other problems that are faced by WATM 

researchers. The proposed protocol stack for a W ATM system will be presented and 

the different layers discussed. 

2.1 The Need for WATM 

As mentioned in chapter one, the use of wireless communications has grown beyond 

expectations in recent years. Mobile access to fixed networks has become a valuable 

commodity, one that generates large amounts of revenue for companies offering such 

access. However, the increasing desire for high bit rate communications has found 

wireless networks lacking. 

Traditional second generation (2G) wireless networks (e.g. GSM) only offer a 

9.6Kbps basic connection [HolleOl]. This has prompted the development of wireless 

networks capable of transmitting information at higher rates. GPRS, a service using 

the GSM standard, offers faster data rates and lowered access times [BettOl]. 

Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) is also based on the GSM 
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standard, and offers a maximum bit rate of 384 Kbps in good conditions [SiemOl]. 

Both GPRS and EDGE are sometimes referred to as 2.5G systems. The Universal 

Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) forms the basis for third-generation 

(3G) systems. UMTS aims at offering users up to 2Mbps over short ranges and in 

ideal conditions [SiemO I]. 

The next logical development after 3G networks is fourth generation (4G) wireless 

networks, which are currently being researched. W ATM aims at being a 4G network, 

capable of delivering high-speed access along with the guaranteed QoS that users are 

used to receiving when using ATM over an optical link. 

WATM is mainly considered to be an access technology [AyanOl]. This means that it 

would be used to provide mobile end-users with wireless access to the wired ATM 

network, as opposed to being used as a distributed, entirely wireless network. Figure 1 

illustrates wireless access to the wired ATM network. The Mobility Enhanced 

Switches (MES) are responsible for handling mobility functions such as handoff and 

path rerouting. 
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Base Station 
MES 

User 

O ,g~ 

User ~ ' MES 

User Base Station 

Figure 1: A Wireless Access to a Fixed ATM Network 

There are other wireless protocols that could be used in place of W A TM in such an 

access network (e.g. 802.11) [IEEEOl]. However, the use of these protocols would 

most often result in the homogenisation of all of ATM's classes of service into one, 

best effort class of service. WATM, on the other hand, preserves all of ATM's defined 

classes of service and the QoS parameters associated with each connection. This 

means that the requirements of each connection will still be considered when they are 

transmitted across the wireless medium and at the mobile terminal using the W A TM 

network. This factor is essential in an environment where different connections 

demand different types of service from the network. The transmission of multimedia, 

for example, is one application where each communication stream has its own 

requirements in terms of bandwidth, Cell Loss Ratio (CLR), Cell Delay Variation 

(CDV) and Cell Transfer Delay (CTD). It is essential to the integrity of the 

multimedia streams that these requirements are satisfied. W A TM offers a way of 

satisfying the requirements of each stream in the simplest way without having to 

convert A TM cells into packets of some other, intermediate, wireless protocol. 
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ATM makes use of small, fixed size packets (53 bytes) known as cells. The fixed 

nature of the size of these cells increases the speed at which they can be processed. 

The small size of these cells reduces packetisation delay, thereby minimising the cell 

delay variation that a connection will experience. Using smaller cells in the wireless 

medium also has its benefits. Any cells with errors in them may need to be 

retransmitted (depending on the class of service to which they belong.) It is highly 

desirable that the bandwidth consumed by these retransmissions is minimised. 

Retransmitting a small, 53-byte cell constitutes a far lower overhead than 

retransmitting an entire Ethernet packet for example. (Ethernet packets are of variable 

size and can be as large as several thousand bytes.) Due to its smaller size, an ATM 

cell transmitted over the wireless medium is also less likely to contain errors when 

compared to an Ethernet packet (for example) transmitted over the same medium. 

Using ATM cells over the wireless medium will therefore result in a higher 

throughput than using another protocol with a greater packet size. 

2.2 Incompatibilities between ATM and Wireless 

Transmission 

Transmitting information over the wireless medium presents many problems that need 

to be resolved if a useful system is to be constructed. Presented in this section are 

some of the fundamental problems with using ATM in the wireless environment. 

Subsequent sections of this chapter will deal with some of the more specific issues 

that each layer of the WATM stack has to deal with and some of the solutions that 

have been implemented to deal with these problems. 

The wireless medium is characterised by a high Bit Error Rate (BER). The BER also 

varies in time and depends on the physical locations of the receiver/transmitter pair. 

The wireless medium may have a BER of 10-3 or higher [ChanOl]. This means that 

there is a much higher chance of a packet error when using the wireless medium as 

opposed to a wired medium. ATM is designed to use a medium with a BER of about 

10-10 and a packet error rate of about 10-6 [AyanOl]. This discrepancy between the 

error rate of the optical and the wired mediums brings about the need for an error 

correction and/or packet retransmission scheme in order to obtain a useful throughput. 

These schemes require bandwidth and therefore affect the efficiency of the 
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connection. Usually this error detection/correction or retransmission is controlled by 

the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer, which will be further discussed later in this 

chapter. 

ATM was designed to operate in a bandwidth-rich environment. ATM sacrifices 

bandwidth for switching speed. Each ATM cell has a header that constitutes 

approximately 10% of the cell. The overhead of the header is acceptable in networks 

where bandwidth abounds (such as in an optical ATM network). The wireless 

environment, however, does not have an abundance of bandwidth. The overhead of 

the header is considered to be too great for the wireless environment. Add to this the 

fact that it will be necessary to sacrifice additional bandwidth in the physical layer for 

tasks such as channel equalisation and synchronisation, and that methods for 

compensating for the high BER of the medium will also require additional bandwidth, 

and there exists a situation where any possible increase in efficiency must be 

investigated and exploited to the full. Some researchers propose compressing the 

header to cut down on the bandwidth wasted by using the full ATM header. The 

Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI) fields of the ATM 

header are particularly well suited to compression. It is hardly likely that the full 

address resolution provided by these VPI and VCI fields will be required in a wireless 

network where each base-station only needs to resolve between mobile terminals 

within its area of coverage. The Header Error Check (HEC) field of the ATM header 

could also be discarded if adequate error checking of the whole cell was added at the 

LLC layer (as mentioned earlier in this section.) Discarding these and other fields of 

the ATM header would result in an increase in efficiency over the wireless medium, 

but would also require that the full ATM header be restored in the base-station so that 

the ATM cells could continue into the wired ATM network as if they had never 

travelled over the wireless ATM network. It should be possible to add this 

functionality to the MES mentioned earlier, along with the other wireless support 

functions that will need to be added. 

The wireless medium is a broadcast medium. This has many ramifications on security 

and access control. The fact that all users within range of a transmitter can intercept 

its transmissions means that users wishing to keep their communications secret will 

need to employ some sort of encryption. It is also possible for a user to impersonate 
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another user and to transmit false information. A form of user identification can also 

become essential in this case in order to verify the source of information. The 802.11 

wireless LAN networks have experienced security problems due to the broadcast 

nature of the medium [StubbOl]. It is a trivial matter for a malicious user to connect to 

a wireless network without actually acquiring a physical plug in point. Wireless 

networks therefore need mechanisms to ensure privacy of information. 

The manner in which each transmitter transmits over the medium needs to be strictly 

controlled due to the fact that the wireless medium is a broadcast medium. 

Transmissions that could interfere with one another must be isolated from each other 

in time or in frequency, or must have a way of being distinguished from other 

transmissions occurring at the same time and frequency. This control is implemented 

in the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. The MAC layer will be discussed in 

detail later on in this thesis. Some different MAC layers will also be presented in this 

thesis with a view to examining the capabilities of each one and determining which 

one is most suitable for supporting multimedia traffic. 

By definition, the mobile user will be moving from one location to another. This 

means that they will be moving from areas serviced by one base-station to another. 

This introduces the need for the network to support handoff of the user between base

stations. ATM signalling does not have the functionality built into it to support 

handoff. Thus existing signalling within the wired ATM network needs to be 

augmented to include support for mobile end users. Another challenge that connection 

handoff introduces is that of continuous QoS support. As previously mentioned, ATM 

is built on the guarantees that it can supply to the user. These guarantees need to be 

maintained seamlessly during a handoff operation. The MESs within the wired ATM 

network need to implement this functionality. 

2.3 A Protocol Stack for W ATM 

W ATM is a technology that is not yet defined by any specifications. There is no 

standardised protocol stack for WATM. The standardisation of the WATM stack is 

under investigation by the ATM Forum. Shown below, in Figure 2, is the ATM forum 

W ATM stack, adapted from [A TMFO 1]. 
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Figure 2: Proposed W A TM Protocol Stack 
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In the above figure the shaded regions indicate layers that have been added to or 

adapted from the standard A TM stack in order to support wireless access. 

The standard A TM signalling has been augmented in this stack to include mobility 

functionality such as handoff and the subsequent re-routing of data. The Mobility 

Enhanced Switch (MES), which is situated on the edge of the wired A TM network, 

can perform mobility related functions, and can use the enhanced mobility signalling 

to communicate mobility related information with other MESs in the fixed A TM 

network. 

The A TM and AAL layers remain unchanged, but the A TM forum decided to add an 

ATM convergence layer below the ATM layer. This layer will provide a standard 

interface to a generic Radio Access Layer (RAL), which is situated immediately 

below the A TM convergence layer. 

The RAL consists of those layers in the protocol stack that are concerned with actions 

specific to communication over the wireless medium. It is this section of the protocol 
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stack that is largely responsible for dealing with the incompatibilities between ATM 

and the wireless medium. The RAL contains three sub-layers, namely: 

o The Physical Layer (PHY) 

o The Medium Access Control layer (MAC) 

o The Logical Link Control layer (LLC) 

2.4 The Physical Layer 

This layer is responsible for the actual transmission of data over the wireless medium 

using radio transmission techniques. Although the physical layer will only be 

emulated in this project, its discussion here is important as it is very closely related to 

the MAC layer. How the physical layer is implemented also directly affects the 

implementation of the MAC layer and can limit the type of MAC layer that can be 

used. For this reason, recommendations on a PHY layer approach for future projects 

will also be made in this project. 

2.4.1 Spectrum and Bandwidth Issues 

The limited available radio spectrum is a major factor in the implementation of any 

wireless communications system. The frequencies that are available vary from one 

geographical location to another [AyanOl], further complicating any decisions on a 

standard operating band for a global system. Licenses to operate exclusively in a 

specific frequency range are extremely expensive and are not easy to obtain. Various 

unlicensed bands do exist, but their use is subject to certain restrictions. These 

restrictions are that the transmitters use spread-spectrum techniques at very low 

power. It is these unlicensed bands that are used for product research and testing, as it 

is only when a product is earning large amounts of revenue that it can pay for its own, 

licensed, spectrum. 

Very little bandwidth is free at the lower end of the frequency spectrum. High 

bandwidth applications have therefore prompted research into the use of the higher, 

less cluttered, frequency ranges. Various unlicensed, Industrial, Scientific and 

Medical (ISM) bands exist at higher frequencies such as the 2.4GHz or the 5GHz 

ranges. The 2.4GHz band can theoretically support transmission speeds of the order of 

10Mbps, but suffers from being cluttered due to use by the 802.11 wireless LANs 
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[IEEEOl] and interference from microwaves [BingOl]. The 5 GHz spectrum is less 

cluttered and provides more bandwidth. Frequencies as high as 60GHz are also being 

investigated due to the large amount of unused bandwidth available in that frequency 

range. 

Unfortunately, the use of higher frequencies is not without its problems. The formula 

for the attenuation of a signal travelling through free space is as follows: 

Free space power loss = 32.4 + 20xLog F + 20xLog R 

F is frequency in MHz. 

R is the distance between the transmitter and receiver in krn. 

The resulting free space power loss value is in dB. 

[BreeOl] 

Higher frequency signals do not propagate as well as lower frequency signals for this 

reason, resulting in a shorter effective transmission range. Also, as the frequency of 

the transmission increases so does the ease with which it is absorbed by walls or other 

obstacles between the transmitter and receiver. Higher frequencies therefore increase 

the reliance of the connection on line of sight between the transmitter and receiver. 

Higher frequencies also introduce more errors due to multi-path fading. Multi-path 

fading occurs when a signal takes more than one path from the transmitter to the 

receiver. If the path lengths differ by a significant percentage of the wavelength of the 

signal the two different versions of the signal can interfere with each other. At higher 

frequencies the wavelength is much shorter, meaning that two path lengths differing 

by only a small amount could still create interference. Figure 3 shows theoretically 

how this can happen for the case where the two different path lengths differ by half a 

wavelength (Exactly what the signals will look like depends on the modulation 

scheme.) 
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Figure 3: Theoretical multi-path fading when path lengths differ by half a wavelength 

2.4.2 Modulation Methods 

The high BER of the wireless medium forces a wireless system to use a modulation 

method that can reduce the effect of this BER on the quality of the signaL Due to the 

limited frequency range available for the transmission of data the modulation method 

must also be efficient in its use of the spectrum. The spectrum used may place 

additional requirements on the modulation method used. If, for example, the wireless 

system makes use of one of the ISM frequency bands it will have to ensure that the 

modulation scheme chosen will limit the power of the transmission so that 

interference with other users is limited. 

Schemes such as Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), Differential QPSK 

(DQPSK) and Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) have all been considered for 

use in a W ATM system [BingO 1], [AyanO 1]. Orthogonal Frequency Division 

MUltiplexing (OFDM) was initially ruled out in some earlier publications [AyanOl] as 

it required further research before being a feasible option. However, due to the recent 

development of OFDM and its use in high-speed (up to 54Mbps) 802.11a networks 

and HIPERLAN 2 [BRANOl], it can now be viewed as a reasonably mature and 

viable alternative [GeieO 1]. 
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OFDM is a multi-carrier scheme, using mUltiple carriers at different frequencies to 

modulate data. Older multi-channel schemes using Frequency Division Multiple 

Access (FDMA) to divide the available bandwidth up into N non-overlapping bands. 

While this results in very little inter-carrier interference it also results in an inefficient 

use of bandwidth. Guard bands are required in the frequency domain on either side of 

each carrier. These guard bands are a waste of spectrum, as they are not used for 

communication purposes. OFDM makes very efficient use of the spectrum allocated 

to it by placing different carners very close to each other in the frequency domain. In 

any other modulation scheme this would result in the carriers interfering with each 

other and preventing communication of data. OFDM, however, uses carners spaced 

at very specific intervals in the frequency domain so that the carriers are orthogonal to 

one another. This enables the demodulator at the receiver to distinguish the different 

carriers from each other. Figure 4 shows how the carners are arranged in the 

frequency domain so that inter-carrier interference is minimised. OFDM is also very 

resilient against interference and multi-path distortion, [W A YEO 1] making it a 

promising prospect for high bandwidth, high frequency based systems such as 

WATM. This benefit is due to the increased symbol length due to the distribution of 

the signal over multiple carriers. The symbol length is increased N times if N is the 

number of carriers. This increases the required difference in path length for any 

interference to occur. The increased symbol length also increases the resilience of an 

OFDM system to burst errors in the wireless environment. The error burst will affect 

fewer bits due to the increased symbol length [RamaOl]. 
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f 

Figure 4: Arrangement of OFDM carriers in the frequency domain, adapted from ISpethOll 

OFDM, as with all modulation methods, has its drawbacks. One of the more serious 

of these drawbacks is that OFDM exhibits a high peak to average signal ratio. This 

means that the amplitude of the output signal varies over a very wide range. The 

amplifiers used by the system must therefore be linear over a large range. The high 

peak amplitude of the signal can also cause clipping of the signal. This clipping would 

result in a distorted signal and the radiation of frequencies not within the allocated 

bandwidth. 

Synchronising the OFDM transmitter and receiver can also prove problematic. The 

frequencies used for the separate carriers must be almost identical between the 

transmitter and the receiver. Inter-carrier interference will result if the carrier 

frequencies of the receiver and the transmitter differ by even a small amount. The 

receiver must therefore attempt to compensate for any frequency offsets that it 

experiences. The receiver must also estimate where one symbol ends and another 

begins. From this it must decide on the optimal time to measure the value of a symbol 

with the minimal amount of inter-symbol and inter-carrier interference [RamaOl]. 

OFDM can be used in two scenanos. In the first scenario each carrier is used to 

modulate a separate channel. In other words, each channel is assigned a fixed 

bandwidth. When used in this way OFDM can also be considered to be performing 

MAC functionality, as it regulates how each channel/user accesses the medium. In the 
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second scenano, the OFDM PHY layer splits a continuous stream of data into 

multiple channels, each of which is then modulated by a separate carrier. The 

continuous stream of data would be fed from the MAC layer. The OFDM PHY layer 

would then only be responsible for transmitting the data given to it. No MAC-like 

functionality would be exhibited in this case. It is this second mode of operation that 

should be used if OFDM is used as the PHY layer in projects subsequent to this 

research. 

2.5 The MAC Layer 

When two or more users transmit information via a shared medium in the same 

transmission slot there will be a collision. When this occurs it is probable that neither 

transmission will be correctly received. The data must then be retransmitted if the 

quality of the wireless connection is to be maintained. The task of the MAC is 

therefore to ensure that each user is given access to the medium in a manner that is 

fair and minimises collisions, thus minimising the need to discard/retransmit packets 

and improving throughput. 

Apart from ensuring that the medium is used efficiently, it is also essential that the 

MAC layer in a W A TM system assign bandwidth in a manner that takes the specific 

requirements of each traffic flow into account. A method of distinguishing between 

traffic flows and their needs is therefore required. These needs must then be taken into 

account when allocating resources to each traffic flow. 

The MAC layer is situated directly above the PHY layer. Once traffic has been 

scheduled it is passed down to the PHY layer for modulation and transmission. In 

some cases the distinction between MAC and PHY layer can be difficult. An example 

of this is when OFDM is used as a PHY layer. OFDM, as previously discussed, can 

perform some MAC functionality as well as performing the modulation and 

transmission tasks. 
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2.5.1 Classification of MAC Protocols 

There are three main types of MAC. These are random access, fixed access and 

demand assignment. Then there are hybrid MAC protocols that combine the above 

types in a specific way to achieve their goals. MAC protocols can also be classified 

according to the duplexing technique that they employ as well as the network layout 

that they are designed for. 

a) Random Access MAC Protocols 

When using random access protocols users transmit at will, using the entire channel 

for short periods of time [AyanOl]. These protocols do not require any scheduling 

overhead and therefore work well for networks with small traffic volumes. As soon as 

the network traffic increases, however, the likelihood of a collision between packets 

increases, resulting in decreased throughput. Eventually the system becomes little 

more than useless as collisions become very frequent. The ALOHA MAC is a random 

access MAC [AyanOl]. Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) is also classified as a 

type of random access MAC. These MACs will be elaborated on in later sections of 

this chapter. 

Random Access MAC protocols are not deemed suitable for transporting multimedia 

traffic due to their instability at high traffic loads as well as their inability to 

distinguish between connections that require different treatment. They are, however, 

often used as part of a more complex MAC protocol, usually controlling access to a 

frame slot in which new or existing connections contend for bandwidth. 

b) Fixed Assignment MAC Protocols 

Fixed Assignment techniques allocate a permanent channel to each user or traffic 

flow. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or Frequency Division Multiple 

Access (FDMA) can be used to implement a fixed assignment scheme. Each channel 

would consist of a fixed time-slot per frame or a frequency that would be constantly 

available to the user. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) can also be considered 

to be a fixed MAC protocol. In CDMA each user is assigned a specific code with 

which to encode their data, also known as a channelisation code [UMTSOl]. All users 

transmit their encoded information at the same time and using the same spectrum. In 
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any other system this would result in users interfering with each other to such an 

extent that communication would be impossible. The codes allocated to users must 

therefore be chosen in such a way so as to correlate as little as possible with other 

codes or with time shifted versions of themselves. This allows the receiver to 

correctly decode the transmission that it is interested in. 

The fixed assignment MAC method is wasteful of bandwidth when the user has 

nothing to transmit, but works well when there is an abundance of bandwidth or when 

users are constantly transmitting data. It is therefore suited to constant bit rate 

applications, such as voice, but does not function efficiently when used for 

applications with a rapidly varying bit rate such as video on demand. Fixed 

assignment MACs are therefore not suited to carrying multimedia traffic due to their 

lack of flexibility. 

c) Polling MAC Protocols 

A base-station using this scheme polls each mobile for it's bandwidth requirements 

and then allocates the available bandwidth based on the replies from the mobiles. This 

method can cause delays in transmission, as the mobile has to wait to be polled. This 

delay has negative effects on time critical traffic, such as a video stream in a 

multimedia connection. 

d) Demand Assignment MAC Protocols 

This method requires users to declare their requirements before they can transmit 

information. Bandwidth is then reserved for them accordingly. This process 

introduces some overhead into the system, as a section of the channel must be used 

for the transmission of reservation requests and acknowledgements. This section of 

the channel is known as the reservation channel. Access to the reservation channel is 

often governed by a random access protocol such as ALOHA. Once bandwidth is 

reserved the user can transmit using the allocated resources without any collisions 

with other users. Collisions do occur in the reservation channel. Methods that can be 

used to minimise these collisions are implemented in certain MAC protocols and will 

be discussed later in this thesis. 
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Demand assignment MAC protocols increase throughput in high-load systems but 

they also introduce a delay into packet transmission. Unlike random or fixed 

assignment schemes, packet transmission is not immediate. Users must wait for 

bandwidth to be allocated to them before they can begin transmission. This is a 

drawback when the load on the network is light and scheduling each packet is not 

really needed to ensure high throughput. 

Demand assignment MAC protocols work well when carrying traffic of differing 

types because each connection can specify its requirements at connection set-up time. 

Demand assignment MACs also support traffic types with varying bit rates as they 

can allow a source to re-negotiate the bandwidth allocated to them. Demand 

assignment MAC protocols are best suited to carrying multimedia traffic because of 

their flexibility, support for different traffic types and because they maintain the 

service required by high priority traffic under heavy load. 

e) Hybrid MA C Protocols 

Each of the types of protocols already mentioned has both advantages and 

disadvantages. Some applications demand a combination of more than one of the 

three major types of MAC protocol to service their diverse requirements. The channel 

can either be split into separate channels, each using a different type of MAC, or the 

system could switch from using one MAC to another based on a decision influenced 

by factors such as network load or the type of traffic being carried [AyanO 1]. 

The line between a hybrid MAC protocol and a demand assignment MAC protocol is 

a thin one, as many demand assignment MACs use more than one type of access. 

Some papers refer to demand assignment MACs as a subset of hybrid MAC protocols 

[ChanOl]. Both are mentioned here for completeness. 

j) Duplexing Techniques 

Wireless systems are often referred to as half-duplex systems. This is because they 

cannot transmit and receive data in the same channel at the same time. The rapid rate 

at which the power of a signal decreases in the wireless medium means that the power 

of the transmitted signal is usually orders of magnitude greater than the power of a 

received signal. The local receiver will receive a large portion of the locally 
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transmitted signal energy, preventing it from correctly receiving an incoming signal. 

This phenomenon is known as self-interference [ChanOl]. Self-interference eliminates 

the option of using collision detection in a wireless MAC. While collision detection 

schemes work well in wired networks, where the transmitted signal power and the 

received signal power are of the same order of magnitude, they often fail in wireless 

networks due to the vast difference in power between transmitted and received 

signals. 

This self-interference forces wireless systems to incorporate a method to separate 

incoming and outgoing transmissions. This is done using Time Division Duplexing 

(TDD) or Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD). TDD, as its name implies, separates 

the incoming and outgoing transmissions by assigning them different time slots. FDD, 

as implied, separates incoming and outgoing transmissions by assigning them 

different frequency slots. FDD carries the advantage of being able to send and receive 

information at the same time, and therefore being able to receive immediate 

confirmation of packet reception. This is helpful when a packet is errored and needs to 

be scheduled for retransmission as soon as possible. The receiver can inform the 

transmitter immediately of any errors that it encounters via the separate channel. It 

does however add complexity to the system by requiring it make use of two distinct 

frequency bands for the incoming and outgoing traffic. 

MAC protocols incorporate a duplexing technique, either FDD or TDD. Different 

situations call for the use of different duplexing techniques and hence different 

MACs. MAC layers can also therefore be classified according to the duplexing 

technique that they use. 

g) Network Layout 

MAC protocols can be further grouped by the type of network that they are designed 

to operate in. Networks that have a central base-station which communicates with 

many mobile terminals are known as centralised. The master scheduling in a centrally 

controlled network is usually performed in the base-station. The master scheduler 

assigns slots to mobile terminals. The mobile terminals can then perform further 

scheduling within the slots allocated to them. This is referred to as slave scheduling. 

Slave scheduling differentiates between connections from one mobile, deciding which 
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of the resources allocated to a particular mobile by the master scheduler will be used 

by which connection from that mobile. 

Distributed networks, such as Ad-hoc networks, have no central control point and no 

pre-existing infrastructure. All members of the network perform scheduling and 

consult one another for permission to transmit their packets. There is no master 

scheduler who dictates the actions of other mobiles. This makes distributed networks 

more robust than centrally controlled networks, as failure of one terminal does not 

necessarily affect the rest of the network. Distributed networks do, however, suffer 

from problems that centralised networks are exempt from. Distributed networks often 

rely on all terminals being able to "hear" all other terminals within their area of 

interest. This leads to problems known as hidden nodes, exposed nodes and capture 

[ChanOl]. This also means that some scheduling information transmitted by one 

member of the distributed network may not reach another member of the same 

network. The loss of signalling data in this manner can cause collisions when packets 

are transmitted. 

The layout of the network therefore affects the choice of MAC protocol. We can 

therefore further classify MAC protocols by the network layout that they were 

designed for. 

2.5.2 MAC Layers Proposed in Literature 

Many different MAC protocols are proposed in literature, each usually claiming to 

have features or algorithms superior to other similar protocols. Many of these have 

been researched in order to evaluate their suitability for use in this project. A short 

summary of some of these protocols and their features will be presented in this 

section. This is to provide the reader with a background into MAC protocols before 

chapter 3, which will focus on the design of the system to be implemented as well as 

the proposed MAC layer. 

As discussed in previous sections, there are many different criteria for classifying 

MAC protocols. This also means that for each possible type of MAC there exist many 

different implementations/simulations of MAC layers; far too many to discuss each 
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one on its own [ChanOI, KubbOI, SancOI, AkyiOI, PetrOl, HangOl, Sobial, AkyoOI, 

GeorO I, SuhOO I, FratO 1, Y oonO I, KhanO I, SingO 1, SungO 1, IeraO 1, HossO I, DavoO I, 

KimOOl, ChenOI, ZhouOl]. For this reason the discussion of MAC protocols here will 

be limited to a few, well-known MACs from which many variations have spawned. 

This discussion will also move from the initial, less complicated, random access 

MACs to the more complicated demand assignment MACs, which could be used in a 

W ATM network. 

a) The ALOHA MAC Protocol 

This protocol is the classic random access MAC as mentioned in previous sections. 

The ALOHA MAC was proposed in [AbraOl], and is still used in some form in many 

MAC protocols today. 

Any wireless node using this MAC will attempt to transmit over the wireless channel 

whenever it has data. If a collision between transmissions occurs the node waits for a 

random time period before trying again. This very simple approach only yields an 18 

percent throughput [ChanO I]. However, subsequent research on this protocol has been 

performed and it has been discovered that the throughput can be doubled if the 

available transmission time is divided into time-slots and each node only attempts 

transmission at the start of a time-slot. This new version of ALOHA became known as 

Slotted ALOHA, or S-ALOHA. S-ALOHA is often used as the access protocol for 

reservation contention periods in demand assignment MACs, hence its mention here 

[AkyiOI], [SanchOl]. 

The ALOHA MAC does not have any support for distinction between traffic classes 

and can therefore only offer best effort service. Add to this ALOHA's low throughput 

and instability at high channel utilisation and it cannot be considered for a multimedia 

carrying W A TM system. 

b) The Carrier Sense MUltiple Access (CSMA) Protocol 

CSMA based systems wait until they sense that the medium is not being used before 

transmitting information. This reduces the amount of collisions that occur. This 

method is also considered to be of random access type. If one incorporates collision 

detection into the system (CSMA with collision detection or CSMNCD) it is possible 
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to further improve performance [AyanOl]. CSMA/CD is widely used in wired LANs 

and performs very well in that environment. However, using CSMAlCD in the 

wireless environment is not as feasible. The received signal power level will vary 

greatly in the wireless medium, depending on factors such as the distance from the 

transmitter, interference, fading, the hidden terminal! phenomenon etc. It is therefore 

difficult to either: 

a) sense whether the channel is busy or not before transmitting or 

b) decide whether there has been a collision based on received signal power. 

The CSMA MAC does not have any support for different traffic classes and performs 

badly in the wireless medium. It cannot be considered for use in a wireless multimedia 

system. 

c) Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA) 

This protocol was designed to have better support for VOIce servIces than the 

traditional best effort [ChanOl]. The uplink medium is slotted and mobiles attempt to 

transmit at the start of an empty slot with a certain probability. This probability is 

greater for voice channels than for data channels. If a voice packet transmission is 

successful the slot used is then reserved in future frames for subsequent packets in the 

voice burst. No future reservation is made for data packets. In this way, as well as by 

using different access probabilities, a distinction is made between voice and data, 

giving voice channels an advantage. PRMA can be seen as an attempt to implement 

different classes of service, although the division between the two classes is not 

definite. 

PRMA suffers from variable channel access delay, which can adversely affect voice 

channels [KubbOl]. In PRMA the full channel is used for both requests and for data. 

This means that when the majority of slots have been reserved, very few slots are 

available for requests. 

J This phenomenon occurs when the transmitter is out of range of another transmitter that mayor may 

not be using the same channel. The hidden terminal phenomenon makes it difficult for anyone terminal 

to be confident that the channel is free by simply monitoring the channel. 
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Modifications to PRMA include PRMA++, where the data and request channels are 

separated, making the protocol more stable, and Centralised PRMA (C-PRMA) 

[AkyiOl], which uses Earliest Due Date] (EDD) scheduling to provide some sort of 

QoS guarantee [ChanO!]. C-PRMA makes the transition from a random access 

protocol to a demand access protocol. 

The separation of traffic into different classes, while still a simple distinction between 

voice and data in PRMA, is vital to the support of multimedia applications over the 

wireless interface. The concept of different traffic classes is well supported by ATM, 

and must be supported in the MAC framework developed in this thesis. 

d) Distributed.Queuing Request Update Multiple Access (DQRUMA) 

The uplink channel in DQRUMA consists of a request channel and a data channel, 

while the downlink channel consists of a request acknowledge, or ACK channel, 

transmit pennission channel and a data channel. 

DQRUMA uses FDD to separate the uplink and downlink, allowing for very rapid 

acknowledgement of requests for access and transmission of data very soon after 

pennission to transmit is granted. The uplink data channel also caters for the 

"piggybacking" of requests to transmit onto data packets [SancOl], [ChanOl]. If a 

mobile is transmitting data in the uplink channel and it still has additional packets in 

its buffers to transmit it will set the piggyback bit field of the uplink packet. This 

infonns the base-station, in a contention free manner, that the mobile needs to be 

assigned further uplink data slots. This reduces the number of requests made in the 

random access contention channel, thereby reducing the number of collisions that 

occur, improving throughput and reducing time to transmit delay. 

DQRUMA also uses the concept of mini-slots for contention and ACKs [KubbOl]. A 

full packet slot is not needed for an access request or ACK. The slot is therefore split 

into a number of mini-slots, each capable of carrying a request for access or an ACK. 

I Each connection's traffic rates and delay requirements are used to calculate which connection needs 

service most urgently. The scheduler will allocate bandwidth to this connection. 
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This reduces the amount of bandwidth wasted on requests! ACKs and also reduces the 

chances of two requests for access colliding and requiring retransmission. 

The concept of "piggybacking" and the use of mini-slots for contention both improve 

the performance of a MAC protocol and are hence seen as useful techniques to 

experiment with in the WATM test-bed. 

e) Mobile Access Scheme based on Contention and Reservation for ATM 

(MASCARA) 

This MAC layer was proposed for use in the Wireless-ATM Network Demonstrator 

(WAND) project. MASCARA uses variable length frames [SancOl]. Each frame is 

divided into uplink and downlink sub-frames. The downlink frame carries the frame 

header and the downlink data. The uplink frame carries the uplink data and the 

requests for access. The base-station decides on the format of each frame based on the 

needs of the users. It transmits information regarding the frame size, structure and 

uplink slot assignments in the frame header. Contention for bandwidth is performed in 

an S-ALOHA contention channel. 

MASCARA introduces the concept of a cell train [HacOOl]. Multiple cells from a 

single connection are transmitted as a single, continuous block of data. This is done to 

reduce the overhead associated with physical layer overhead for each transmission. 

MASCARA, like DQRUMA, uses piggybacking of reservation requests to reduce 

contention [AkyiO l]. MASCARA uses the service class of a connection, its negotiated 

QoS and Priority Regulated Allocation Delay-Oriented Scheduling (PRADOS) to 

provide ATM level service to its connections [SancOl], [ChanOl], [AkyiOl]. 

MASCARA, to its detriment, uses large contention packets, resulting in more 

collisions in the contention channel. Variable length frames also create difficulty in 

assigning slots to CBR sources, as the number of slots required per connection per 

frame will change as the frame size changes. 

The use of the cell train concept to reduce physical layer overhead is certainly worth 

investigating in the W ATM test-bed. Also, the difficulty with variable sized frames 
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and large contention packets encourages experimentation with fixed size frames and 

the use of mini-slots (as in DQRUMA) for contention in the WATM test-bed. 

2.6 The Logical Link Control (LLC) Layer 

The LLC layer resides above the MAC layer in the protocol stack. Its responsibility is 

to detect and, if possible, correct or request retransmission of errored data. Although 

the implementation of this layer is not within the scope of this project it is discussed 

here for completeness, and so that recommendations on LLC techniques can be made. 

In a wired A TM network no payload error checking is done on cells at the ATM layer. 

The only error checking done is on the header of each cell, using the Header Error 

Check (HEC) field of the header. This is acceptable as there are generally very few 

errors that need correcting. However, if this approach was taken in a wireless network 

the resulting throughput would be very low. The LLC in any wireless network must 

therefore implement additional functionality to improve the throughput of the system. 

The LLC layer often uses a technique called Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to 

detect errors [SheuOl]. In some cases, a single method for handling detected errors 

can be applied to all connections. However, as with the MAC layer, if different traffic 

types are to be supported the LLC layer should handle each traffic type in an 

intelligent manner that corresponds to that traffic type's requirements. Two main 

approaches exist to handle errors in the wireless medium. These approaches are 

discussed in the following sections. 

2.6.1 Forward Error Correction (FEC) 

This error correction approach relies on the transmission of redundant data across the 

wireless medium to allow the receiver to correct any errors that are found in the 

transmission [Scha01]. FEC is generally used as the error correction method of choice 

when transmitting time critical traffic, i.e. traffic whose usefulness expires after a 

period of time, e.g. voice. This is because it often takes too long to retransmit the 

errored packet; hence correcting it at the receiver is the most feasible option. If the 

LLC fails to correct the cell it will be dropped. This is usually acceptable as traffic 

types using FEC are often resilient to occasional lost cells. If an errored cell is 
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correctly fixed using FEC it does not need to be dropped, hence improving the quality 

of the connection. 

The main disadvantage of FEC is that the additional, redundant data appended to each 

transmission consumes additional resources. A partial solution to this problem is to 

use a variable amount ofFEC, depending on the state of the wireless medium, so as to 

waste as little bandwidth as possible. Were this solution to be implemented it would 

require a flexible LLC and MAC layer to support the varying packet sizes that would 

result. 

2.6.2 Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) 

ARQ, as the name implies, improves throughput by automatically requesting a 

retransmission of cells containing errors. This retransmission takes time, and it is for 

this reason that ARQ is not often used for time sensitive traffic unless the 

retransmission can be performed before the usefulness of the cell at the receiver 

expires. ARQ is more often used for loss-sensitive traffic e.g. data. 

There are two classic ARQ schemes, the first is Go-Back-N-ARQ (GBN-ARQ) and 

the other is Selective Repeat-ARQ (SN-ARQ) [OhtaOl]. GBN-ARQ retransmits the 

first cell in a frame containing errors as well as all following cells in that frame, 

whether they have errors or not. This is a very simple scheme to implement but it 

suffers from rapid throughput degradation when there are many errors in the arriving 

cells. SR-ARQ only retransmits the cells containing errors. While this is far more 

efficient in terms of the number of cells retransmitted, it requires additional signalling 

capacity to inform the transmitter which cells contained errors as well as added 

complexity in the transmitter to find and re-order the cells to be retransmitted. 

These two ends of the spectrum in terms of retransmission schemes (low complexity, 

inefficient and high complexity, efficient) have been combined into a hybrid scheme 

called Partial selective Repeat superIMposEd on GBN ARQ (PRIME) in [OhtaOl]. 
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It is generally accepted that most wireless protocols wishing to support multiple 

classes of service will implement a combination of FEe and ARQ in order to cater to 

each connection's specific requirements. 
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Chapter 3 

System Design of the MAC Framework 

Since the general information and issues regarding W ATM have been discussed in 

chapter 2, this chapter will move on to the design of the MAC framework to be 

implemented. This chapter will first discuss the main goals ofthe MAC framework. It 

will then discuss the network topology in which the framework will operate, making 

comparisons with an existing wireless MAC test-bed at the Technical University of 

Berlin [HoenOl]. A hardware design adapted from that used at the Technical 

University of Berlin will be presented. A design of the software modules, including 

the MAC layer chosen for implementation, will also be discussed. 

The main goals of the MAC framework are as follows: 

D Support for multimedia through the extension of the ATM classes of service 

and QoS guarantees over the wireless medium. 

D The MAC framework must be capable of processing data at rates of 

approximately 10Mbps in order to support multiple multimedia traffic streams. 

D The MAC framework must be as flexible as possible, allowing 

experimentation with MAC protocols and methods as well as reconfiguration 

of MAC algorithms on the fly. This implies that the MAC framework must be 

flexible at both compile time and run time. 

D To facilitate the high bandwidth required, the framework will need to have 

high-speed interfaces to the LLC and PHY layers, as both of these layers will 
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be external to the MAC framework. The MAC framework must also facilitate 

easy integration with future LLC and PHY layers through these high-speed 

interfaces. 

o The MAC framework must be reasonably simple to program and debug, thus 

increasing the ease of implementation and testing of various MAC algorithms. 

The above goals have further implications on the hardware and software design of the 

system. These implications will be discussed in the following sections. 

3.2 Hardware System Design 

3.2.1 Network Topology 

A centralised system, in which a base-station allocates bandwidth to mobile terminals 

that fall within its area of coverage, is being considered as the eventual topology for 

the WATM test-bed (as illustrated in Figure 1). This would allow the system to be 

used as an extension to the existing ATM network. Mobility support would be 

required in the ATM switches at the edge of the wired network in order to support 

handoff of a mobile from one base-station to another. The CRG lab currently has two, 

fully programmable Gigabit Switches from Washington University (Washington 

University Gigabit Switch, or WUGS) that could be programmed to provide support 

for handoff and mobility in future projects. Supporting mobility functionality is not, 

however, in the scope of this project. For this reason this project will use a single 

base-station, single mobile terminal topology. This is adequate to perform initial 

development and testing of the MAC framework and is similar to the topology of the 

system developed at the Technical University of Berlin, which will be discussed in the 

next section. 

3.2.2 Work done by the Technical University of Berlin 

A visit to the Technical University of Berlin (TU) was made during the course of this 

project to investigate the research into wireless MACs underway there. The hardware 

topology of the first stage of the WATM test-bed will be similar to the hardware 

topology of the test-bed at TU shown in Figure 5. However, as far as purpose and 

functionality is concerned this project is very different from the one underway at TU. 
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The test-bed built at TU was not designed to support A TM and its various classes of 

service, nor was it built to cater for high bit rate traffic. Additionally, the research at 

TU is focused on investigating the qualities of the wireless medium (such as the bit 

error rate) and is not concerned with testing MAC layer algorithms and approaches. 

The MAC that is used at TU is therefore designed to simply dispatch packets from a 

FIFO buffer as fast as their system is capable of transmitting them. 

Receiving Terminal (Linux) 

MAC·less Intersil 802.11b 
PHY layer 

A 

Programming and 
Transmitting Terminal (Windows NT) 

Data Packets 
via PCI bus. Programming 

and Debugging data via 
Parallel and Serial links. 

Motorolia PowerPC 
MPC860 

Running the MAC layer 
.---H~ ---=-..--!==-- IE .... --_~ 

Motorolia PowerPC 
MPC860 

Running the MAC layer 

Programming and 
Debugging data via 

Parallel and Serial links. 

Programming Terminal (Windows NT) 

Wireless Link 

Figure 5: Physical Layout of the Test-bed at the Technical University of Berlin 

The requirement of separate PC's to program and to send data to the embedded 

system is seen as a drawback as it makes system management more cumbersome. The 

TU system can also only transmit data in one direction, due to problems with 

receiving interrupts from the microprocessor (MPC860) on a PC running Windows 

NT. 

Furthermore, the research group at TU has experienced problems with the speed of 

the microprocessor used to implement the MAC layer in their system, as it is not 

capable of continuously streaming packets to the PHY layer. A delay needs to be 

inserted between data packets to allow time for interrupts from the PHY layer to be 

processed. Researchers at TU advised that the MPC860 might not be fast enough to be 

use in the implementation of a more complex MAC than the best effort, FIFO MAC 

used in their test-bed. 
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The Intersil 802.11 b hardware that the Technical University of Berlin used in their 

design, which does not incorporate a MAC layer, is also no longer manufactured. 

Subsequent versions of Intersil's 802.11 PRISM chipsets [InteOl] incorporate the 

MAC layer and the base band processor onto the same chip, making them impossible 

to separate. 

An effort was made to find a similar PHY layer (which did not incorporate a MAC 

layer) for use in this project, but unfortunately none could been found. Developing a 

PHY layer is not within the scope of this project, and so the physical link will have to 

be emulated initially. For future projects, the physical layer could be implemented 

using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), as mentioned in chapter 

2. High-speed systems such as 802.11a [IEEEOl] and HIPERLAN 2 [BRANOl] use 

OFDM instead of CDMA, as it provides better support for high bit rates. This makes 

OFDM an attractive option for the physical layer of the WATM test-bed [RamaOl]. 

3.2.3 Hardware Requirements 

Due to the factors mentioned in the previous section, very little of this project is 

similar to the research perfonned at the TU Modifications to their hardware design 

have been made based on the goals of the MAC framework mentioned earlier in this 

chapter. The specific hardware requirements for the MAC framework are therefore as 

follows: 

D Use of an embedded processor capable of processing data/interrupts at rates 

necessary to support a total data rate of approximately 10Mbps. 

D The memory capacity of the MAC framework should be expandable to cater 

for the possibility of increased memory requirements in the future, thereby 

ensuring that the MAC framework is scaleable in tenns of the number of 

multimedia flows that can be buffered in the framework. 

a A high-speed hardware interface between the embedded processor and PHY 

layer as well as between the embedded processor and the LLC layer. 

a All control, management and user plane communications to a single MAC 

layer should be possible from a single Pc. 
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oBi-directional transmission of data between the mobile terminal and base

station must be possible. 

o The implementation should also include an emulated PRY layer, as no MAC

less PRY layer could be found. 

3.3 Software Design 

3.3.1 Primary Software Design Issues 

The primary concerns of the software design were: 

o The MAC framework must support the implementation of an intelligent 

scheduling algorithm, not merely best effort or FIFO, in order to fully support 

ATM, its various classes of service and QoS parameters at the MAC layer. 

o The MAC framework must be event driven, enabling synchronisation by 

means of interrupts or events with the PRY and LLC layers. 

o Abstraction from the PRY and LLC layers, which will exist on different 

hardware platforms to the MAC layer, must exist. ill other words, the MAC 

layer should not need to be changed if the PRYor LLC layer or the interface 

to these layers changes. 

o Flexibility in terms of the data structure sizes and the algorithms used must 

exist in order to facilitate experimentation with MAC protocols and methods. 

o An efficient buffering system that is capable of enqueueing and dequeueing 

different data types with minimum overhead should be developed. 

o Logging management data should be simple and should interfere as little as 

possible with the real-time data processing being performed by the MAC 

framework. 

o Conversion from a base-station MAC to a mobile terminal MAC should be 

simple. This implies that the code for the base-station MAC should be almost 

identical to that used for the mobile terminal MAC. This will simplify code 

maintenance and any updates in future projects. 

3.3.2 Data and Control Flow between Modules 

Figure 6 is an image showing the software modules in the system software design and 

illustrating the interaction between the various modules. It clearly shows the modules 
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that will be implemented in the MAC layer. Within this figure, thick arrows represent 

data paths while thin arrows represent control/signalling paths. 

ATM Layer 

Data Link Control Layer -iI1---!+----------.. 
Logical Link Control Layer 

~ ,.. 

.. ---~------.----------------- ---- ----------------------.-------~ Testing Module I Testing Module 
with Statistics with Statistics I 

Generation ~ I ... Generation 

Abstraction from LLC Layer 

'" 
~ 
=> co _ 

~ 
(,) 
(1J 
a.. 
",
en 
Ql 

C, 
W 

Receiver 
module 

Controller module 

(includes schedu'ler) 

Transmission 
module 

MAC Frame I 

II 
Software interface to PhYSical Layer 

Physical Layer 

Figure 6: Data Flow Diagram 

The transmission module is responsible for the assembly of MAC frames from 

packets that are passed down from the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer. The 

controller module makes the scheduling and frame structure decisions, based on 

information received from the transmission and receiver modules, as well as from 

higher layers . The receiver module is responsible for disassembly of the received 

MAC frames and transferring the data into the correct information streams. Data 

packets are sent to the LLC layer for error checking, error correction and forwarding 
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on to layers above the LLC layer, while signalling packets are sent to the controller 

module to aid it in making scheduling decisions. 

LLC packets flowing to and from the LLC layer should be buffered at the interface 

with the LLC layer. An abstraction layer should be used to make the MAC layer 

independent of the LLC layer. The testing module will emulate some of the actions of 

the LLC layer in the absence of the LLC layer. This testing module will generate LLC 

packets and pass them into the ingress buffers if the LLC does not exist. In future, 

when an LLC layer is included into the project, only the abstraction layer would need 

to be modified to read packets from the LLC layer instead of from the testing module. 

The MAC layer itself should remain unchanged. The testing module should also sink 

packets buffered in the MAC's egress buffers to prevent overflow of these buffers. 

The abstraction layer should be able to pass these packets onto the LLC layer with a 

minimum amount of modification. This testing module will also be responsible for 

logging statistics about the number of packets generated, as well as statistics about the 

packets received from the MAC layer. 

Abstraction from the PHY layer should also be present. It is possible that a standard 

hardware interface to the PHY layer could provide the necessary abstraction. This 

hardware interface to the PHY layer has been mentioned in the hardware design. 

3.3.3 Inter-module Synchronisation and Messaging 

Because of the need for the MAC framework to be an event driven system and to 

react in real-time to events, it is logical to assume that the MAC layer must be 

implemented on a processor running a real-time Operating System (OS). The as 

chosen depends on the platform and the ass that the platform supports. Different 

software modules could be run as separate tasks or processes on the as. A method of 

synchronising access to shared resources as well as a means of communicating 

between modules must be part of the implementation of the MAC framework. The use 

of semaphores and mailboxes should be possible on the framework, using the as, to 

accomplish this synchronisation. Mailboxes and semaphores will also playa vital role 

in the synchronisation of the MAC layer with future PHY and LLC layers. 
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A priority system should exist to ensure that critical tasks are given priority access to 

the CPU and shared data resources. For example, statistics and performance logging 

should only take place when all critical processes are waiting on 

semaphores/mailboxes or are idle. (It should, however, be possible to force an 

immediate log of data when it is important that certain information, such as 

information about a critical failure, gets logged.) 

High-resolution timers should also be included in the implementation. These timers 

would also have a synchronisation function as well as allowing the performance of the 

MAC framework to be monitored. 

3.3.5 MAC Algorithm Design 

A discussion of some MAC algorithms proposed in literature was presented in chapter 

2. Many MAC approaches have been studied and a great degree of similarity was 

found between MACs of a similar type (random, fixed and demand access). It was 

decided to base the MAC layer on the Wireless Dynamic Weighted Earliest Deadline 

First (WDWEDF) with two-phase scheduling MAC [Sung01]. 

aJ The Wireless Dynamic Weighted Earliest Deadline First Approach 

The WDWEDF MAC layer uses TDD to separate the uplink and downlink data 

streams and uses different methods to schedule traffic in the uplink and downlink 

streams. In the downlink stream, it uses Dynamic Weighted Earliest Deadline First 

(DWEDF) scheduling, which schedules the traffic using a two-stage technique. This 

algorithm first gives a priority to each connection based on that connection's traffic 

class (CBR, VBR, etc.). Then it prioritises each connection within each traffic class 

according to that connection's state. The DWEDF algorithm periodically calculates 

each connection's state based on the service class of the connection, the required 

Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and Peak Cell Rate (PCR) values for each connection 

and the current status ofthe SCR and PCR during the calculation period. 

In the uplink stream, the base-station does not have complete control over the 

connections to make the necessary calculations for DWEDF scheduling. Therefore, 

the wireless terminal has to schedule its own connections by using the DWEDF 

algorithm and then provide information to the base-station about its requirements. The 
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base-station then schedules uplink time to each mobile depending on the infolTI1ation 

that it receives from the mobile telTI1inals. This uplink scheduling is referred to as 

"two-phase scheduling," a telTI1 which will be explained further in the next section. 

b) Frame Structure of WD WEDF 

The structure of each frame is important primarily because it is possible to provide 

service differentiation by dividing the frame into different sections for each service 

class. This can ensure that service classes do not interfere with each other. The 

boundaries between transmission periods are also moveable, allowing the time 

allocated to a certain service class to be dynamically adjusted on a frame-by-frame 

basis if needed. This is only possible because WDWEDF uses TDD. In FDD systems 

it is often impossible to shift bandwidth between classes of service in this mannerl. 

The frame structure of the MAC also indicates how uplink and downlink data will be 

separated. Figure 7 shows the frame structure of the WDWEDF MAC. The figure has 

been adapted to include additional fields and infolTI1ation not depicted in a similar 

figure in [SungOl]. 

Downlink $Jots ! Uplink Slots Downlink Slots Uplink Slots 

• .. First Phase 

14 . ..4 ". : Second Phase 

Frame I CBfWBRlUBRlABR I CBR Uplink I VBR Uplink I Supplemental I Supplemental VBR I ABR Uplink I UBR Uplink I Control Slot I 
Header downlink peliod Peliad Peliad Scheduling PeriOd Uplink Peliod Period Peliod Period 

................................................................... 

Period I MPDU far First VC I MPDU ~~ Second I I MPDU for nth VC I 

MPDU 

llC Packet 

ATMCell 

.............•...•.... . ............................•.................. 

I PHY Ovemead I MPDU Payload 

I Slot 1 I SI012 I SI013 I ... 

..............•••.••• 

ATM Cell Header I A TM Cell Payload 

Figure 7: WDWEDF MAC Frame Structure 

I Piggy I 
Back 

I Slot m I Bits 

The WDWEDF scheduler is run on the base-station and on each mobile telTI1inal 

before each new frame begins. The scheduler prioritises connections within their 

1 Changing the frequency range of a transmission is difficult to do on the fly. It is therefore difficult to 

change the spectrum allocation of one or more users/streams. 
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service class. The base-station scheduler also allocates uplink MAC Protocol Data 

Unit (MPDU) slots to mobile terminals according to the requests and requirements of 

the mobile's connections. The base-station scheduler then generates the frame header 

to be transmitted to the mobile terminals. The frame header is responsible for carrying 

information regarding slot assignment and frame structure to the mobile terminals. 

Once scheduling is completed, a packing algorithm (operating on both the base

station and mobile terminals) is used to pack LLC packets that have been scheduled 

for transmission into MPDUs. Each MPDU is made up exclusively of LLC packets 

from a single ATM Virtual Circuit (VC). In this way all packets going to the same 

destination are put into the same MPDU. This packing of packets eliminates the need 

for physical layer overhead before the transmission of each packet. Minimising 

physical layer overhead is crucial to wireless systems, where bandwidth is scarce. 

This approach is similar to the "cell-train" concept used in MASCARA [HacOOI]. 

The base-station transmits its packed MPDUs in the downlink period following the 

frame header. Mobile terminals then transmit their CBR and VBR MPDUs in the 

relevant uplink period, according to the time slots assigned to them by the base-station 

in the frame header. 

Supplemental (or second phase) scheduling is then performed at the base-station by 

using information carried in the piggyback field of each VBR uplink MPDU to 

allocate the supplemental VBR uplink slots. Information about the allocation of these 

supplemental slots is transmitted to the mobile terminals. Mobile terminals with 

connections that are allocated supplemental slots then transmit MPDUs in the 

supplemental uplink VBR slots. 

The supplemental VBR period is followed by a period in which any mobiles with 

uplink ABR or UBR connections that have been allocated slots can transmit the 

relevant MPDUs in the uplink ABR and UBR periods respectively. 

The control slot is a random access channel, (S-ALOHA,) which is used for ABR, 

UBR or new connections to contend for bandwidth. Collisions often occur in this 

channel, causing requests to be lost. Subsequent delays in packet transmission could 

violate the maximum cell delay of a VBR source if it were required to contend for 
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bandwidth in the same way as the ABR, UBR or new sources. The two-phase 

scheduling algorithm, along with the piggyback field in the MPDUs effectively 

eliminates the need for VBR sources to contend for bandwidth. This method also 

reduces the amount of traffic in the contention channel and therefore reduces the 

chance of a collision occurring, improving the throughput of requests in the 

contention channel. The piggyback approach to scheduling additional data slots can 

also be observed in MASCARA [AkyiOl], DQRUMA [SancOl], [ChanOl], and many 

other MAC protocols. 

3.3.4 Data Structures and Memory Access 

Because the MAC framework will be expected to process data at approximately 

10Mbps, it is important that both data structure usage and memory accesses be 

carefully controlled. The most important data structures (the ones that will be 

accessed most) in the MAC framework will probably be data buffers. For this reason a 

generic buffer type should be defined that is capable of handling any size of element 

and any number of elements, memory permitting. These values will be passed to the 

buffer's initialisation function. The buffers will be implemented as fixed size circular 

queues. This type of buffer will require very little dynamic memory allocation l and 

traversing, when compared to linked lists, and very little re-organisation, compared to 

an array where data must be re-shuffled frequently. 

Buffers should also use zero copying2 in their enqueue and dequeue procedures. Any 

globally accessible buffers should also use semaphores to limit simultaneous access to 

global data. Buffers should also allocate all memory resources that will be needed by 

them during initialisation. 

Other data structures such as packets, frames or MPDUs should be simple to modify. 

More specifically, it should be possible to change the packet size or MPDU size by 

changing a single line of code. This change must then propagate through to all other 

data structures affected by the change. The size of a frame should also be modifiable 

I Dynamic memory allocation causes memory fragmentation and involves significant delay. 

2 No buffer elements should be copied, as this involves a high CPU overhead. Instead pointers to buffer 

elements should be used to enqueue and dequeue elements. 
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at compile time. Divisions within the frame, mentioned in the previous section, should 

be moveable at run time, allowing dynamic structuring of each frame according to the 

desires of the scheduler. 

The arrangement of data in memory is also crucial to the performance of the MAC 

framework. In most embedded systems there is more than one type of memory. 

Usually there is at least a fast, onboard cache and a slower, external memory block. 

The implementation of the MAC framework must use these different memory blocks 

a way that makes the most use of the faster memory types. Less critical data should be 

stored in the slower memory, making space for critical data structures in the faster 

memory. 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation of the MAC 

Framework witl1 Weighted ROUl1d 

Robin Scheduling 

4.1 The Choice of an Embedded System 

The choice of an embedded system on which to implement the MAC framework was 

very important, as the embedded system chosen could limit the framework's 

capabilities. Research into various available embedded processors has therefore been 

conducted. It is essential that the embedded system chosen meets the hardware design 

requirements addressed in chapter 3. 

The MPC8260 embedded processor from Motorola was initially considered, as it is 

the next version of the processor that TV used in their system. However, it could not 

be directly connected to a host computer via the PCl bus. This denies the framework a 

high bandwidth connection to the LLC layer, which is to be implemented on the host 

computer. 
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The Texas Instruments (TI) TMS320C6xxx range of DSPs was also considered. This 

range consists of the 'C62xx, 'C67xx and 'C64xx subsets of DSPs. Of these, only the 

'C62xx and 'C67xx have Evaluation Modules l (EVMs) that can be directly connected 

to the PCl bus of a host computer. The host then has access to all on-chip RAM, 

peripherals, and any external memory present via the PCl bus [TI190d]. All 

programming, debugging and transmission of data between the host and the EVM can 

be performed using the PCI bus, meaning that only one host computer will be required 

per EVM. This arrangement also allows for bi-directional data transfers, as mandated 

in the design. The burst data rate of the PCI bus is 132M bytes/second [TI305], 

meaning that the speed of the pcr bus would not be a limitation on the system. The 

onboard Direct Memory Access (DMA) of the 'C62xx and 'C67xx processors is 

capable of servicing the pcr bus directly [TI190d], thus eliminating the need for the 

CPU to handle PCI transfers. More information on the onboard DMA controller is 

provided in the appendices. 

The 'C6xxx DSP family also has extension ports (Multi-channel Buffered Serial Ports 

or McBSPs) that would allow communication with the physical layer at speeds of up 

to 100Mbps [TI455a]. 

The EVMlDSP combination has 128KB of internal memory along with 256KB of 

external SBSRAM and 8MB of external SDRAM. Additional SDRAM could be 

added, up to a total of 512MB [TI190d]. The system memory is therefore expandable 

and can cater for possible increases in the memory requirements of the MAC 

framework. 

The primary difference between the 'C62xx and 'C67xx is that the 'C62xx family of 

processors uses fixed-point arithmetic, making it slightly faster that the 'C67xx 

family. The 'C62xx family of processors is capable of running at 200MHz, (up to 

1600 MIPS) allowing it to process data at high speed. 

The 'C62xx fixed point DSP family was hence chosen as the family suitable for use in 

the MAC framework. Evaluation modules (EVM) using the 'C6201 DSP are therefore 

I Boards holding the DSP that support rapid development and testing with the DSP 
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used in this project. The EYMs use a 160MHz version of the 'C620 I processor. The 

EYM also provides onboard JTAG emulation. The TI SN74ACT8990 JTAG test bus 

controller (TBC) provides control of the 'C620 I JT AG interface and can be accessed 

via the PCI bus. This means that a debugger can be used on the EYM without the 

need for an external JTAG emulator [TB05]. 

4.2 Development of a Real-time Environment for the MAC 

Framework 

Simple programming and debugging is vital if the test-bed IS to be easy to modify. 

TI's Code Composer Studio 2 (CCS) was investigated and found to be an ideal 

Integrated Development Environment (IDE). CCS performs all of the essential 

operations (compiling, assembling, linking and downloading of code to the target 

board) in a seamless fashion [TBOlc] . 

CCS also provides the programmer with a very comprehensive debugging 

environment. CCS is capable of interfacing with the DSP through the PCI bus while 

the DSP is running. The DSP's current state as well as the state of any relevant 

variables, processes or memory blocks can be remotely monitored by CCS at any 

point during the execution of the program, providing the programmer with useful 

debugging information. Figure 8 is a screenshot taken while debugging the MAC 

framework . 

• 11 < 11101 --- -- - ---- ----- ------

• ·~~BR 
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{ ' .... conn&ctloll 1:0 th .ls Ulr) n ll e 
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Figure 8: Debug Environment of CCS 
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As mentioned in the design chapter, the MAC framework needs to run on a real-time 

system. CCS includes its own real-time kernel, DSPIBIOS [TI423a], as well as a 

number a graphical kernel configuration tools and various methods of monitoring the 

processes running on the kernel. DSP/BIOS IS fully scalable, allowing the 

programmer to include and configure objects supported by DSPIBIOS before compile 

time (These objects can also be created and configured at run time if the programmer 

desires) . This graphical configuration tool is illustrated in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Graphical Configuration Tool in CCS 

DSPIBIOS also caters for real-time task scheduling, synchronisation, analysis and 

instrumentation. DSPIBIOS allows prioritisation of the different functions of the 

MAC framework according to their importance in the system through the use of 

hardware interrupt handlers, software interrupt handlers and tasks (sometimes called 

processes) with different priorities. All of these objects can be set up and configured 

using the graphical configuration tool before compile time, minimising the amount of 
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code that must be downloaded to the board as well as the time spent initialising 

objects at run time. Furthermore, DSPIBIOS provides various methods of inter

process conununication, such as semaphores and mailboxes. This allows the various 

processes that are used in the MAC framework to be synchronised with each other as 

well as with the data transfers to and from the LLC and PHY layers. These structures 

are also used to prevent simultaneous access by two processes to shared, global data. 

A kernel/object view, shown in Figure 10 provides detailed information about the 

kernel status, tasks, mailboxes, semaphores, software interrupts and memory that 

DSPIBIOS is using. 

::("i'KerneIlObjecl ~.ew '. ~ 

KNL I TSK MBX SEM I MEM I S'WI I 
Refresh I Disable II 3 Mailbox(esl 

CI ,.. 20 
0 ,1 20 

Figure 10: Kernel/Object view in CCS 

o 
o 

The time taken and/or instruction cycles used for any block of code to complete 

execution can be monitored using the tools embedded in Code Composer. This in tum 

allows the time that any stage of MAC framework processing takes to execute to be 

monitored, which is vital when attempting to adhere to real-time deadlines and 

guarantees. 

Performance data collected by the MAC framework and any other outputs from the 

framework can be logged to the host computer, using the host-DSP communications 

that Code Composer Studio provides. This information can then be viewed in real

time (in the form of a windowed display within Code Composer Studio) or stored in a 

file on the host computer for analysis after the DSP has been stopped. Some real-time 

data logged from the MAC framework is shown in Figure 11. 
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: Message log I!!I~ 13 
log Name: I statsLOG iJ 
DOWNLINK STATS ..... 
6826 Errors: 0 
6827 Created: 72880 
6828 Received: 72880 
6829 Wasted MPDU's: 0 J 
6830 Wasted Cell Slots: 0 
6831 
UPLINK STATS 
6832 Errors: 0 
6833 Created: 72960 
6834 Received: 72960 
6835 Wasted MPDU's: 0 
6836 Wasted CeU Slots: 0 
6837 Flame Time Taken in microseconds: 5541 .6144578308 
6838 32 b~ Elements transferred in this !rame 2467.0000000000 1_ I 
6839 bmrume 2467.000000001 0 :..:..J 

Figure 11: Logged Data from the MAC Framework 

CCS's graphical configuration tools also allow the strategic placement of objects in 

memory. When an object is created using the graphical configuration tools the 

programmer can decide which block of memory the object should reside in. This 

allows for the placement of frequently used objects or variables into the faster, 

onboard SBSRAM memory of the DSP, while less important data can be moved out 

of the SBSRAM, freeing more SBSRAM for more important data. This flexibility 

increases the performance of the MAC framework. 

All memory allocated for MPDUs, buffers etc. is based on the packet size value. It is 

possible for the framework to be used to transport any type or size of packet (within 

limits placed by available memory on the buffer and frame sizes) simply by changing 

this packet size value. All data structures used by the MAC framework will 

automatically resize at initialisation time to accommodate the new packet size. Any 

changes to the format of the LLC packets will automatically cause the packet size 

value to be modified accordingly, making the MAC framework capable of supporting 

a wide range of packet sizes and formats. 
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4.3 MAC Framework Architecture 

Figure 12 illustrates the architecture of the system that has been implemented. This 

figure combines hardware and software architecture components to show how the 

hardware and software components of the architecture fit together. 
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Figure 12: Architecture of the MAC Framework 
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4.3.1 Hardware Configuration 

As previously mentioned, the TMS320C6201 EVM board is used to implement the 

MAC framework. The EVM is connected to a host computer running CCS via the PCI 

bus. This host performs the programming and debugging of the MAC framework on 

the EVM and receives the statistics and performance log information. In future 

projects this computer could also be used to implement the LLC layer. The EVM 

sends and receives data to the PCI bus via its PCI controller chip [TB05]. In the 

EVM, all data transfers from the PCI chip are handled by the auxiliary channel of the 

DMA controller [TI190d]. The DMA auxiliary channel and the PCI controller chip 

used in PCI transfers are transparent to the program running on the DSP. DSP/BIOS 

objects handle the transfer of DSP state and debug information and performance logs 

to CCS on the host. 

4.3.2 Packet Source/Sink with Statistics Generation and LLC 

Abstraction Modules 

The packet source generates mgress LLC packets and passes them to the LLC 

abstraction layer. The packet source also updates statistics concerning the number of 

packets generated. The packet sink receives packets from the LLC abstraction layer 

and generates statistics regarding the packets received. 

The LLC abstraction layer provides an interface to the MAC layer. It receives packets 

from the packet source or LLC layer, depending on whether the LLC has been 

implemented, and enqueues the packets in the relevant connection's ingress buffer. 

This layer is also responsible for removing packets from a connection's egress buffer 

and passing them on to the user of the MAC layer i.e. the packet source/sink or the 

LLC layer. 

If the LLC layer were implemented on the host the LLC abstraction layer could easily 

be modified to use the DMA controller to transmit egress packets, via the PCI bus, to 

a LLC layer on the host. This layer could also respond to interrupts from the DMA 

controller, signalling the arrival of an LLC packet from the host, and place the packet 
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in the ingress buffers of the MAC layer. The design for the LLC abstraction layer is 

therefore met. 

The packet generation and removal mentioned above takes place once per MAC 

frame. LLC packets are generated at the maximum rate that the MAC framework can 

process them. All available packet slots and MPDUs are used. This allows testing of 

the MAC framework's maximum throughput. 

The only part of the LLC packet that contains data relevant to the MAC framework is 

the LLC header. Each packet is given a unique LLC header so that it can be easily 

tracked as it moves through the MAC framework. 

4.3.3 PHY Layer Abstraction and Emulation 

Abstraction from the PRY layer is provided by means of a software layer (called the 

"Transmit/Receive Abstraction code" in Figure 12) that handles all transmissions and 

receptions of data to and from the PRY layer. PRY layer emulation is performed by 

the McBSP output available on the EVM. In the MAC framework, the McBSP is 

operated in Digital Loop Back (DLB) mode, i.e. the output of the McBSP is 

connected to the input of the same McBSP. This arrangement allows the mobile 

terminal MAC layer and the base-station MAC layer to reside on the same EVM 

during development of the MAC framework. Transmissions between the MAC layers 

still travel via the McBSP, as they would if they were being transmitted over a 

wireless PRY. This approach has the following advantages: 

o All MAC framework development and testing can be done on a single EVM. Only 

one processor needs to be re-programmed each time a change is made to the code. 

As separate researchers are working on the MAC framework at the same time this 

arrangement allows each EVM to be used to develop and test separate aspects of 

the framework, thus speeding up development by removing the need for 

researchers to share resources. 

o A physical connection between two EVMs does not need to exist for meaningful 

testing of the MAC framework to take place. Building a temporary, wired, 

physical connection between two EVMs (which would be replaced by the wireless 

PRY in the future) would be unproductive. Raving a wired PRY between EVMs 
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would also affect the results obtained while testing the MAC framework, possibly 

obscuring issues in the MAC framework itself that would need to be resolved. 

4.3.4 The Mobile MAC Layer and Base-station MAC Layer Processes 

a) Communication between Modules Within the Mobile and Base-station MAC 

Layer Processes 

The mobile MAC layer and Base-station MAC layer processes execute code for the 

various modules of each MAC layer. These modules and their functions were 

discussed in chapter 3 and illustrated in Figure 6. 

Communication between these modules within a MAC layer is performed usmg 

function calls. The parameters of the function call are used to pass any necessary 

information between modules. It is possible to create processes to run each module, 

making use of mailboxes to communicate between modules; however, this approach 

was not used for the following reasons: 

o Running all modules on a single process is faster than having a process for 

each module. This is because no context switching is necessary to switch 

between modules. 

o The processing performed III the MAC layers is of a serial nature i.e. 

algorithms must be run one after the other. There is therefore no advantage to 

using processes for each module as none of the algorithms used in the MAC 

layers can be run in parallel with each other. 

b) Synchronisation between the Mobile and Base-station MA C Layer Processes 

The base-station MAC layer and the mobile terminal MAC layer are run on separate 

processes on the DSP/BIOS kernel. Synchronisation between the mobile MAC layer 

process and the base-station MAC layer process must exist in order for data transfer to 

take place, both in the case where they reside on the same EVM and in the case where 

they are on separate EVMs. This synchronisation is performed by using mailboxes. A 

message is posted to these mailboxes when a block of data is ready to be read in by 

the relevant MAC layer process. 
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Figure 13 shows how synchronisation between the mobile terminal and base-station 

MAC layer processes was achieved. In this figure the terms "First Phase Of MAC 

Frame", and "Second Phase Of MAC Frame" refer to the phases of the frame shown 

in Figure 7. 
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Figure 13: Process Synchronisation Diagram 
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Conversion from a mobile MAC to a base-station MAC is performed by changing the 

functions called by each process at various stages. The rest of the code base is 

identical, making code maintenance simpler. 
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4.3.5 MAC Framework Changes when a Wireless PHY is Added 

The only changes that will need to be made to the MAC framework when a wireless 

PHY is added to the system are: 

o The McBSP would no longer operate in DLB mode, but would be connected 

directly to the wireless PHY layer. The wireless PHY must be designed to be able 

to interface to the McBSP of the EVM. 

o Hardware Interrupt Service Routines (ISR), called when a block of data arrives 

from the wireless PHY via the McBSP, would post messages to the mailboxes 

controlling the MAC layer processes. This would be necessary because the MAC 

layer processes could no longer post messages to each other's mailboxes, as they 

would reside on different EVMs. 

4.4 Creation of Connections 

A connection in the context of the MAC framework refers to the structures in EVM 

memory that need to be created and initialised to facilitate data flow from the packet 

source to the relevant packet sink. Creating a connection involves, among other 

things, creating ingress, egress and MPDU buffers for the connection. Connections 

are classified as CBR, VBR, ABR or UBR so that they can be treated according to the 

priorities associated with these ATM traffic types. 

In the MAC framework the initialisation of connections is done once and is not 

repeated unless the framework is reset. No dynamic creation or destruction of 

connections is performed. The number of connections initialised per traffic class is 

determined at compile time. Dynamically creating or destroying connections is 

definitely possible on the framework, but, as no signalling for the creation or 

destruction of connections is currently received by the test-bed, this functionality has 

not been implemented. 

All connections are arranged in a table of connection entries. Each connection is 

identified by a connection ID. When a connection is created this ID is mapped to an 

entry in the table of connections. When a MAC frame arrives at a terminal that 

terminal checks to see which MPDUs belong to connections that exist in that terminal. 

This is done by checking the connection ID of the first packet in the MPDU against 
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the connection ID to connection table entry map. Only relevant MPDUs are extracted 

from the MAC frame and unpacked. Processing time is not wasted processing 

unwanted MPDUs. 

4.5 Buffering System 

A buffer class has been defined for use in this thesis. Buffers belonging to this class 

can be initialised to hold any type of element. One set of enqueue and dequeue buffer 

functions cater for buffers of all different data types. This is achieved by using void 

pointers as well as the size of the element that the buffer stores in the buffer functions. 

These buffers pre-allocate all memory that they will need when initialised and 

perform pointer copying (also referred to as "zero-copying") instead of copying an 

entire element on enqueue or dequeue. This minimises time spent enqueueing and 

dequeueing elements in the MAC framework. 

The enqueue and dequeue functions are not atomic (they can be pre-empted by the 

kernel) and hence the buffers need to be protected from simultaneous access by two 

different processes. Each buffer is protected from simultaneous access by a 

semaphore. Additional semaphores are used to protect the holding elements that 

enable pointer copying. All buffers containing the same type of element share these 

holding elements, which is why the holding elements themselves need to be protected 

from simultaneous access. Further details regarding the buffers used in the MAC 

framework can be found in Appendix C. 

4.6 Packing Algorithm 

A packing algorithm is included in the WDWEDF system [SungOl]. However, it is 

not actually part of the scheduler mechanism. The packing algorithm and the 

scheduler can operate independently from one another. The packing algorithm is 

therefore seen as a support function for the scheduler, and hence forms part of this 

implementation. 

The packing algorithm used in this implementation differs slightly from that discussed 

in [SungOl]. The packing algorithm used in the MAC framework uses multiple, fixed 
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size MPDUs for each connection instead of the dynamically sized MPDUs suggested 

in [SungOl]. This change reduces the amount of dynamic memory allocation that 

takes place in the MAC framework. Dynamic memory allocation is costly in terms of 

the time that it takes to perform and will also result in increased memory 

fragmentation. If too much memory fragmentation occurs it may become impossible 

to allocate a large enough contiguous block of memory for an MPDU, in which case 

the MAC framework would fail. 

Unfortunately, there is also a disadvantage to using fixed size MPDUs. If there are not 

enough LLC packets in the ingress buffer of a specific connection to fill an entire 

MPDU then the remaining packet slots in that MPDU must be packed with dummy 

packets. The packing algorithm performs this dummy packet packing and modifies 

the "wasted packets slots" statistic accordingly. Dummy packets are not unpacked at 

the receiver, limiting the time wasted processing these dummy packets. 

4. 7 Weighted Round Robin Scheduler (WRRS) 

A simple, weighted, round robin scheduler is used to test the functionality of the 

MAC framework. Implementation of the WDWEDF scheduler and investigating its 

effectiveness in dealing with multimedia traffic streams is underway in other research 

and is therefore not perforrried in this thesis [HowOl]. No WDWEDF scheduling is 

therefore performed before the packets are packed into MPDUs. 

The WRRS allocates MPDU transmission slots to each connection. As shown in 

Figure 7, the transmission frame is divided up into flexibly sized sections, each 

section transporting traffic belonging to a certain class of service. The MPDU slots in 

each section are assigned to connections of that section's class of service type in a 

round robin manner. Each service class is hereby kept separate from the other service 

classes. UBR traffic, for instance, cannot occupy MPDU slots assigned for CBR 

traffic. 

If an MPDU slot has been allocated to a connection and that connection has no 

MPDUs to transmit then that MPDU slot is marked as unused in the frame and the 

"wasted MPDUs" statistic is increased accordingly. An unused MPDU is not 
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extracted from the MAC frame at the receiver, as this would be a waste of processing 

time. 

4.8 Statistics Generation and Performance Logging 

It is important to be able to track quantities such as packets transported, packets 

errored and the time taken to complete a certain phase of the MAC framework's 

processing. Packet statistics are updated in the packet source/sink module, as 

mentioned in section 4.3.2. 

The efficiency of the MAC framework in terms of bandwidth wastage is also 

monitored at various points in the framework's algorithm. The number of packet slots 

in MPDUs that are not used as well as the number of MPDU slots that are reserved for 

a connection but never used are monitored and logged to the host. These values will 

be useful when implementing the WDWEDF scheduler, as they will help the 

WDWEDF scheduler to make decisions on issues such as frame size, frame section 

size and how many MPDU slots are allocated to each connection. 

A method of timing the execution of sections of the MAC framework algorithm has 

been implemented. A hardware clock on the EVM boards increments a counter 

variable once every 4 CPU clock cycles. Assembly functions are used to retrieve the 

value of this counter. This value is used to measure the passage of time. This method 

allows time to be measured with a granularity of approximately 6.25ns [TI269d]. 

Since the MAC framework is only concerned with time intervals of the order of 

microseconds, this granularity is adequate. 
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Chapter 5 

Framework Tests, Results and 

Modifications 

5.1 Functional Testing 

Functional testing consisted of tests designed to verify that the MAC framework 

operated according to its design. This testing was performed in order to discover flaws 

in the flow of control signals or data through the MAC framework. Functional testing 

did not concern itself with the speed or efficiency of the MAC framework. Instead, it 

focused on verifying the integrity of the MAC framework over a wide range of 

possible scenarios. 

5.1.1 White Box Testing 

White box testing requires intricate knowledge of the code and the intended function 

thereof. White box test strategies ensure that all lines of code are executed at least 

once or that all functions are called [DobbO 1]. This often requires modification of the 

program to force unlikely conditions to occur and close monitoring of variables and 

resources used. 
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White box testing of the MAC framework was performed by extensively stepping 

through the code and monitoring its actions as well as by outputting the value of 

important variables to a log at various stages of code execution. In this manner, the 

different modules of the MAC framework were tested to ensure that they performed 

as desired internally. All functions were called and all lines of code within each 

function were run, complying with the definition of white box testing. 

5.1.2 Black Box Testing 

In black box testing, one is oblivious to the inner workings of the object being tested. 

Wide ranges of possible inputs are given to the object and its response to these inputs 

is compared to the ideal response [DobbO 1]. 

Black box testing of each functional block of the MAC framework was performed. 

The block being tested was placed into a test harness designed to generate the 

necessary inputs and to measure the outputs of the functional block. This testing was 

performed to gain confidence in each functional block before it was integrated with 

the other functional blocks in the MAC framework. Specific focus was placed on 

supplying edge/cornerl case and pathological2 inputs to the functional blocks, to test 

how well they would respond to extreme test cases. 

Further black box testing of the entire MAC framework was performed once all of the 

functional blocks had been tested and integrated. This testing involved creating a 

varying number of connections (connections in the same context used in section 4.4) 

belonging to the different service classes. LLC packets were generated at varying 

rates for each connection. The LLC packets then flowed through the MAC framework 

and into the egress buffers of the relevant receiver. After the packets were dequeued 

by the LLC abstraction layer they were checked to ensure that they corresponded with 

the packets generated and that they were in the correct connection's egress buffer. 

1 Inputs on the "edge" of all of the possible inputs 

2 Inputs judged likely to cause the functional block being tested to fail 
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White box and black box testing of the MAC framework revealed some errors, which 

were subsequently corrected. The MAC framework was then tested for speed and 

efficiency, which will be discussed further in the following sections. 

5.2 Instruction Cycle Count 

Initially, when the MAC framework code was implemented, it was being run on 

CCS's DSP simulator. Testing was performed in order to discover whether it would 

be possible to perform accurate speed and efficiency tests on the simulated DSP. This 

would negate the need for an EVM board to perform speed and efficiency testing in 

future projects. 

CCS provides code-profiling tools. These tools can be used to calculate the number of 

assembly instructions needed to run certain functions or blocks of code on either the 

DSP or the simulated DSP. These profiling tools were used to calculate the number of 

assembly instructions needed to execute the major steps in creating and copying a 

MAC frame to a specific destination. The frame was copied and not actually 

transmitted via the McBSP, as the DSP simulator used did not simulate the McBSP. If 

the simulator was accurate, the number of instructions taken could be used, along with 

the MIPS rating of the DSP being simulated, to calculate an approximate speed at 

which the frames were being processed. 

The test case took 119819 assembly instructions to execute on the simulated DSP 

environment according to the profiling tool CCS provides. However, when the same 

code was downloaded to the DSP and the same profiling tests were performed, the test 

case took 658578 instructions to execute, as shown in Figure 14. The reason for this 

discrepancy is the fact that the simulator uses a greatly simplified model of the DSP in 

order to reduce the time taken to run code on the simulated DSP. 
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Figure 14: Instruction Count Comparison 

Having shown that the simulator is not an accurate tool on which to perform speed 

and efficiency measurements, all further speed and efficiency tests were conducted on 

the DSP itself. 

5.3 Execution Speed on the EVM 

The main concern when testing the MAC framework was the maximum speed at 

which it could process data from the packet sources to the packet sinks (illustrated in 

Figure 12.) Further measurements with regard to the QoS offered to multimedia traffic 

can only be conducted when the WDWEDF scheduler is in place, and will therefore 

be evaluated in other research [HowO 1] . For this thesis, a major concern was whether 

the MAC framework could schedule and process data at a speed that would support 

multiple multimedia streams. 

The timer functionality built into the MAC framework and discussed earlier was used 

to measure the rate at which frames of data could be processed and transmitted 

between the packet sources and the packet sinks. Some important factors that 

influenced these results are: 

o Since both the mobile and base-station MAC layers reside on the same EYM, the 

McBSPs have to handle all transmission and reception of data for both MAC 

layers. This also ties up the device servicing the McBSP, be it the CPU or the 

DMA controller, for twice as long, as both transmission and reception of the same 

data must be handled. This factor increases the time taken to transmit data 

between the MAC layer processes. 
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o All processmg that needs to be performed (packing, round robin scheduling, 

unpacking etc.) for both MAC layers is performed on a single DSP. This increases 

the time taken to transmit data from the packet sources to the packet sinks. 

Both of the above factors will no longer exist when the wireless PRY is developed 

and the different MAC layers are on separate EVMs. A significant increase in the 

speed at which the MAC framework can process data can therefore be expected when 

the MAC layers are migrated to separate EVMs. 

Initially, all processing, transmitting and receiving for a single, default1 frame took 

approximately 19000 microseconds. Modifications to the MAC framework reduced 

this time to about 6822 microseconds. These modifications included: 

o Using two McBSPs in tandem, transmitting sequential elements via a different 

McBSP. This reduces transmit and receive time drastically, as the McBSPs 

operate in parallel with each other. The possibility of using more than two 

McBSPs was not possible because only two McBSPs exist on the EVMs. 

I:J Initially, the CPU serviced the McBSP. The DMA controller was then used to 

service the McBSP and the frame time compared with the frame time when the 

CPU serviced the McBSP. No significant difference was found between the two 

times. This could either be because the time taken to service the McBSP is 

insignificant when compared to the total time taken to process an entire frame, or 

because the time taken for the DMA to service the McBSP is almost identical to 

the time taken for the CPU to perform the same task. It was decided that, since the 

CPU has to wait for the data transfer to complete before continuing processing, 

the CPU should be used to service the McBSP. 

o Configuration of the McBSP ports was fine-tuned2 by usmg the graphical 

configuration tool in CCS until the optimal transfer rate was achieved. 

o As there is already an overhead associated with the transmission via the McBSP, it 

was decided that the PRY overhead associated with each MPDU in the 

WDWEDF simulation [SungOl] could be discarded. Although the PRY overhead 

I LLC payload of 48 bytes, four connections, four MPDUs per connection, five packets per MPDU 

2 The element length for the frame and the frame period, frame width and clock frequency divider of 

the sample-rate generator were varied. 
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will change when using a wireless PRY, it is not possible to predict how much it 

will change as this is highly dependant on the PRY layer implementation. No 

assumptions about this change will therefore be made here. 

The semaphores used to protect the buffers as well as those protecting the enqueue 

and dequeue elements were also removed with no adverse affects to the integrity of 

the buffers. This is because the semaphores synchronising the base-station MAC 

process with the mobile MAC process prevent simultaneous access of any of the 

buffers or the enqueue and dequeue elements. This change did not affect performance 

noticeably. 

5.4 Data Rates Achieved on the MAC Framework 

The number of 32 bit data elements transmitted per frame was also measured and used 

with the frame rate to calculate the rate at which data was being transmitted and 

received from the packet sources to the packet sinks. For the frame speed mentioned 

in the previous section (for the default frame), i.e. 6822 microseconds per frame, 2291 

32-bit elements were transmitted per frame. Note that the amount of time taken per 

frame includes all transmit and receive time as well as all time needed to process the 

data. Thus, the MAC framework can process, transmit and receive all data at a rate of 

10.75 Mbps under these test conditions and with the default packet size and frame 

size. (The packet size and frame size were varied and the results of these variations 

are presented later in this chapter.) 

As the frame rate is used to calculate this value, the data rate achievable on the MAC 

framework will be affected by the same factors affecting the frame rate mentioned in 

the previous section. 

The rate at which information was being transmitted and received only, i.e. the time 

taken for the McBSP to transmit and receive all information in one frame, was also 

measured. It was found that the McBSP could transmit and receive elements in DLB 

mode at an approximate rate of 33 Mbps. This rate should also improve when 

transmission and reception of a section of the MAC frame are performed by different 

McBSPs on different EVMs. 
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The respective data rates for transmission and reception only and for all processing 

(including transmission and reception) of a default frame are compared in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: TransmitlReceive Data Rate vs. Total Data Rate for a Default Frame 

5.5 Flexibility Tests and Results 

The size of the LLC payload was varied over a wide range in order to evaluate the 

ability of the MAC Framework to handle different LLC packet sizes as well as the 

rate at which frames of differing sizes are processed between the packet sources and 

packet sinks. The LLC packet size affects the size of most data structures (buffers, 

MPDUs, etc.), which in turn affect the frame size. 

Figure 16 shows the results from these tests. Unfortunately each test requires the 

MAC framework to be recompiled and downloaded to the EVM, meaning that this 

testing was time consuming and could not be performed for all possible frame sizes. 

The points tested are shown in the figure, joined by lines of approximation. It is 

important to note that the performance of the MAC framework between test points 

was not verified. 

Figure 16 shows two separate sets of data. During testing, a significant difference in 

processing speed for frames with odd and even numbers of 32-bit elements was 
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observed. Results for odd and even sized frames were separated and graphed 

separately to clearly show this trend. Frames containing an odd number of elements 

performed significantly and consistently better than frames containing an even 

number of elements. The only possible explanation for this is that the arrangement of 

data structures (buffers, MPDUs etc.) in memory is more efficient when the LLC 

payload size chosen results in a frame containing an odd number of 32 bit elements. 
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Figure 16: Data Rates for Different Frame Sizes 

An LLC payload of 1538 bytes, the maximum size for an Ethernet frame, was also 

successfully tested, yielding a frame size of 61891 and a corresponding data rate of 

19.8 Mbps. 

Frame sizes higher than 85000 32-bit elements caused unpredictable results, 

sometimes causing CCS to encounter problems with reading kernel data from the 

DSP. CCS also crashed at times when testing with frame sizes greater than 85000 

elements. 

Performance of the MAC framework has therefore been verified for a large range of 

frame sizes. It has been shown that the MAC framework can be easily adapted to 
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carry LLC payloads from 1 byte up to 2000 bytes (resulting in frame sizes of 410 up 

to 80371 32-bit elements,) 

On average, the data rate increases with frame size, up to an approximate maximum 

of 24 Mbps for a frame containing 80371 elements. This was expected, as an increase 

in frame size results in a reduced processing overhead per element transmitted. 

It is important to note that, while these tests were performed by varying the size of the 

LLC packets, similar results would be expected if the size of the LLC packet 

remained the same but the number of packets in a frame was varied. The number of 

LLC packets per frame section is as easy to modify as the size of an LLC packet. 

While it has been shown that the MAC framework is capable of supporting a wide 

range of frame sizes, it is also necessary to take the nature of the wireless medium into 

account when choosing a frame size. The larger the frame size used over the wireless 

medium the greater the number of errors per frame will be. This can severely affect 

throughput and must therefore be taken into account when a wireless PHY is included 

in the WATM test-bed. 

5.6 Validation of Buffer Efficiency 

A further test was performed to evaluate the effect of the zero-copying approach to 

buffering data that was implemented in the MAC framework . Buffers are used 

extensively in the MAC framework, for buffering ingress and egress packets, as well 

as for buffering MPDUs after packing. 

The zero-copying method of buffering used in the MAC framework was temporarily 

replaced with a less complex buffering system that simply copied elements in the 

enqueue and dequeue procedures. The effect on the data rate from the packet sources 

to the packet sinks of the MAC framework for a default frame is shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: The benefit of zero-copying in buffers 

The zero-copying approach is shown to have a significant advantage (about 41 %) in 

terms of the increase in the data rate at which the MAC framework can process data. 

The implementation of the more complex, zero-copying approach to buffering in the 

MAC framework can therefore be justified. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

Previous chapters have presented a study into the need for W A TM and the issues 

surrounding WATM, as well as the design, implementation and testing of a fast, flexible 

framework for MAC development. Conclusions made during this research are presented 

in this section. 

There are many incompatibilities l between ATM and the wireless environment. The 

correct choice of MAC layer is therefore vital if any W ATM system is to overcome these 

incompatibilities and succeed. This is especially true if the W ATM system must support 

multimedia traffic. Demand assignment MAC protocols are particularly well suited to 

carrying multimedia traffic. This is largely due to their flexibility, support for different 

traffic types and because they maintain the service required by high priority traffic under 

heavy load. However, there are many different demand assignment MAC protocols, most 

I e.g. High BER of the wireless medium, limited bandwidth availability and the broadcast nature of the 

wireless medium. 

2 i.e. Their ability to adjust the distribution of bandwidth amongst different connections. 
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of which have not been implemented and tested in a working W A TM environment. A 

test-bed that could be used to investigate the effectiveness of various approaches 

mentioned in literature was therefore proposed in this thesis. The Technical University of 

Berlin (TU) has developed a wireless test-bed in which the MAC layer can be modified. 

Researchers at the TU have used this test-bed to implement a MAC layer of their choice. 

It was thought that this test-bed could be used to further experiment with MAC protocols. 

However, the study conducted on the TU test-bed showed that it does not have the correct 

infrastructure to support the requirements of this project. More specifically, the wireless 

test-bed at the TV was not designed to cater for any form of multimedia. The TU system 

also only supports a uni-directional, FIFO service. The processor used in the TU system 

is also not capable of handling high bit rates or complex MAC operations. 

A new system, referred to as the MAC framework in this project, was therefore designed 

and implemented. The architecture of the MAC framework supports the development and 

testing of different traffic schedulers as well as straightforward interfaces to future LLC 

and PHY layers. The effectiveness of a particular traffic scheduler at scheduling 

multimedia traffic can therefore be investigated through the use of the MAC framework. 

The MAC framework was implemented on the Texas Instruments' (TI) TMS320C6201 

Evaluation Module (EVM) using TI's Code Composer Studio 2 (CCS) IDE. TI's real

time operating system, DSP/BIOS, was used in the MAC framework to allow the 

framework to react in real-time to events. This allows real-time exchange of data between 

processes running on the EVM and between the MAC framework and the emulated PHY 

and LLC layers. DSP/BIOS also allowed the prioritisation of processes according to their 

importance to the MAC framework. The combination of CCS2 and DSP/BIOS proved to 

be invaluable tools in the development of the MAC framework. 

The MAC frame structure used in the MAC framework was based on research performed 

by [SungOl], and provides full support for all of ATM's classes of service. Testing 

verified that all the classes of service are supported and that traffic flows do not interfere 

with other traffic flows with different classes of service. Black and white box testing 

verified the integrity of the MAC framework. The speed at which the MAC framework 
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could process data was measured by usmg a timer system with an approximate 

granularity of 6.25ns. 

The flexibility of the MAC framework was then tested by varying the LLC payload size 

between 1 and 2000 bytes. This range includes the maximum size of an Ethernet frame. 

The MAC framework was able to correctly process these LLC packets of varying size at 

rates of between 5 and 24 Mbps. The MAC framework can also easily handle LLC 

packets containing an A TM cel1 as their payload. The speed at which this can be done 

depends on the frame size used. It must be noted that the choice of frame size is not only 

affected by the speed at which the MAC framework can process that frame size. The 

choice of frame size is also affected by the nature of the wireless medium. If a large 

frame size is used the number of errors per frame wiII become unacceptable. This issue is 

not investigated in this research but is for future work. 

Whether the number of elements in a frame is odd or even also has an effect on the speed 

at which the MAC framework can process data. The only possible explanation for this is 

that the arrangement of data structures (buffers, MPDUs etc.) in memory is more efficient 

when the LLC payload size chosen results in a frame containing an odd number of 32 bit 

elements. 

The following conclusions can also be made regarding the MAC framework: 

o Using the DMA controller to service the McBSP does not significantly affect the 

data transfer rate of the MAC framework. This could either be because the time 

taken to service the McBSP is insignificant when compared to the total time taken 

to process an entire frame, or because the time taken for the DMA to service the 

McBSP is almost identical to the time taken for the CPU to perform the same 

task. 

o The rate at which the MAC framework can process data will be favourably 

affected when the base-station MAC layer is run on a separate EVM to the mobile 
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tenninal MAC layer. The migration of the MAC layers to separate EVMs will 

result in a reduced processing load per DSP per frame, as well as a reduced 

amount of data for each McBSP to handle per frame. This will improve the speed 

at which the respective MAC layers can process data. 

o Using the McBSP in DLB mode and hence having a system with the Mobile 

MAC and the base-station MAC on the same EVM had significant advantages in 

the development of the MAC framework. Only one EVM was needed per 

researcher working on the project, allowing separate issues to be investigated 

simultaneously. The need for a temporary, wired PRY between two EVMs was 

also negated. 

o Migration to a system with a wireless PRY will require few modifications to the 

MAC framework. The McBSP would no longer operate in DLB mode, but would 

be connected directly to the wireless PRY layer. The mailboxes controlling the 

MAC layer processes would be posted to from hardware Interrupt Service 

Routines (ISR), called when a block of data arrives from the wireless PRY via the 

McBSP, instead of being posted to from another MAC layer process. The 

TMS320C6201 EVM provides sufficient bandwidth (up to lOOMbps, [TI455aJ) 

over the McBSP interfaces to the future PRY layer. 

o Migration to a system with a LLC layer will also require few modifications to the 

MAC framework. This is possible through the abstraction provided by the LLC 

abstraction layer. This layer could be easily modified to use the DMA controller 

to transmit packets from the egress buffers, via the PCI bus, to a LLC layer on the 

host. This layer could also respond to interrupts from the DMA controller, 

signalling the arrival of an LLC packet from the host, and place the packet in the 

ingress buffers of the MAC layer. The TMS320C6201 EVM provides sufficient 

bandwidth over the PCI interface to the future LLC layer. 
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An investigation into the accuracy of the DSP simulator provided with CCS was also 

conducted. The same code was profiled l on the simulator and on the DSP itself. The 

number of instructions taken to perfonn the same tasks was significantly larger on the 

DSP. The simulator is therefore not seen as a reliable tool when perfonning speed and 

efficiency tests. 

I The number of assembly instructions needed to execute the block of code is measured. 
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6.2 Recommendations and Future Work 

Based on the research performed during this thesis certain recommendations for further 

development of the MAC framework and other layers of the W ATM test-bed can be 

made. 

The WDWEDF scheduler should be implemented on the MAC framework as a 

replacement for the weighted round robin scheduler currently being used. The WDWEDF 

scheduler should closely monitor the individual requirements of each connection and the 

QoS that each connection is being offered. The grouping of connections and 

synchronisation between connections in the same group should also be considered. This 

would enable connections of different types to be grouped into a single multimedia 

group, enabling the synchronisation of voice, video and data travelling to the same 

destination. Other schedulers could also be implemented and the effectiveness of each 

scheduler at scheduling multimedia traffic can be evaluated and compared. 

The efficiency of the MAC framework in terms of the number of reserved MPDU slots 

wasted as well as the number of packet slots within MPDUs wasted is currently recorded. 

Schedulers implemented on the MAC framework should use the statistics about wasted 

MPDUs and wasted packet slots to adjust bandwidth allocated to connections and classes 

of connections. 

The high-resolution timing functionality in the MAC framework should be used to 

implement a method of time stamping each packet as it travels through the MAC 

framework. This will aid in monitoring and maintaining the required QoS to each 

connection. Time stamping each packet will also allow the scheduler to decide which 

packets are not useful to the end application anymore, and should therefore be dropped. 
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The following recommendations are made regarding the development of the LLC and 

PRY layers: 

o OFDM should be considered as an option when implementing the wireless PRY 

layer. OFDM is very resilient against interference and multi-path distortion, 

[WAVEOl] making it a promising prospect for high bandwidth, high frequency 

based systems. It has been used in 802.11a networks and RIPERLAN 2. OFDM 

should be used in the mode where a continuous stream of data is split into 

multiple channels, each of which is then modulated by a separate carrier. This will 

mean that all MAC functionality will be performed in the MAC layer i.e. the PRY 

layer will not perform any MAC functions. 

o The LLC layer should be implemented, either on the EVM host machine or on the 

EVM itself. The responsibility of the LLC layer should be to detect and, if 

possible, correct or request retransmission of errored data. The LLC layer should 

implement a combination of FEC and ARQ in order to perform this task. 

Implementing the LLC layer on the EVM will adversely affect the speed at which 

the MAC framework can process data. If the intention is to implement the LLC 

layer on the EVM then an effort must be made to limit the impact this has on the 

MAC framework. 

The frame size for the W ATM test-bed must be carefully chosen as it affects the speed of 

data flow through the MAC framework. The choice of a frame size should take into 

account the speed at which the MAC framework can process that particular frame size, as 

well as other factors such as how efficiently that frame size could be transmitted over the 

wireless medium. 

Any future work should not rely on the DSP simulator for speed or efficiency tests. The 

CCS profiler reported two very different instruction counts for the same code running on 

the simulator and the DSP. The simulator also does not simulate many of the peripheral 

devices e.g. the McBSP. The additional instructions required on the DSP may be needed 
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to retrieve objects from the various types of memory in which they reside or to service 

peripherals. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Additional ATM 

Information 

In order to justify the need for Wireless ATM (WATM) it is appropriate to explain some 

of the basic concepts on which ATM is based. Only an introduction to some A TM 

concepts will be given here, simply to put the concept of W A TM in context. 

A.1 Connection-Less and Connection-Oriented Protocols 

In the conventional telephone system a user has to establish a connection to a remote 

phone before any communication can take place. Once this connection is established it 

remains in place for the duration of the call. Once the call is terminated the connection 

between the two end stations is tom down. This method of operation is known as a 

connection-oriented approach to communication, with each connection being allocated a 

certain amount of bandwidth. The IP layer of the Internet (layer 3), on the other hand, 

utilises what is known as a connection-less approach to data transmission. Each 

connection transmits packets at will, without an established connection to the destination 

in place. Each packet has an address field that is used to route it through the network to 
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the final address. This approach makes no reservation of bandwidth for any individual 

connection, which means that the available bandwidth is shared amongst all connections. 

When one wishes to guarantee a certain bandwidth or service to an end-user it is more 

appropriate to use a connection-oriented protocol over a connection-less protocol. This is 

because the user's requirements can be taken into account at call set-up and the necessary 

reservations of bandwidth can be made before any information transfer takes place. 

Bandwidth that is reserved will then be exclusively used by a particular connection, 

meaning that fluctuations in the demands of other users on the same network should not 

affect the service provided to that connection. This is highly desirable in situations where 

the users rely on a certain minimum amount ofbandwidth being made available to them. 

A.2 ATM's Connection-Specific Parameters 

ATM is a connection-oriented protocol. It was developed out of the need for a technology 

that could support the high-speed transmission of voice, video and data using one 

infrastructure. It achieves this by defining different classes of service (with their 

corresponding traffic parameters) and various QoS parameters. The different classes of 

service include: 

D Constant Bit Rate (CBR) is defined for loss and delay sensitive traffic that has a 

known, constant rate of arrival e.g. voice traffic. 

D Real Time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR) is defined for traffic that has a variable bit 

rate but requires the delay as well as the jitter of a connection to be strictly 

controlled e.g. video conferencing. 

1.:1 Non Real Time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR) is defined for traffic with a variable 

bit rate but which can allow some delay variation or delay for buffering e.g. 

viewing a predefined video stream. 

D Available Bit Rate (ABR) is intended for traffic that is sensitive to loss but less 

sensitive to delay. The rate at which the source transmits is controlled by the 

network to ensure that the network can support the transmission rate of the source 

without losing data. 
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o Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) is a traffic class that has no loss or delay guarantees. 

This class of service is equivalent to the best effort service offered to TCP/IP 

users. 

There are three traffic parameters that can be used when setting up a connection 

(depending on the class of service of the connection) and they are: 

o Peak Cell Rate (PCR) 

o Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and Maximum Burst Size (MBS) 

o Minimum Cell Rate (MCR) 

The QoS parameters that are monitored for each connection are as follows: 

o Cell Error Rate (CER): Percentage of cells that have errors 

o Cell Loss Ratio (CLR): Percentage oflost cells 

o Cell Transfer Delay (CTD): Maximum end to end latency of the cells 

o Cell Delay Variation (CDV); The peak to peak variation ofthe CTD 

[SchaOl], [CRG-OI] 

The user specifies what class of service they require (along with the traffic and QoS 

parameters that apply to that class of service) for each connection when the connection is 

set up. The network (if it can support these requirements) then agrees to provide the 

connection with the negotiated resources. In this way the user is guaranteed a certain 

service for each connection. This is in stark contrast to the best effort service that is 

usually offered to all connections going over other networking protocols such as TCP/IP. 

A TM is therefore better suited to transporting multimedia traffic, and it is for this reason 

that this project wishes to extend the benefits offered by A TM over the wireless medium. 
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EVM Peripherals 

B.t Overview of the Direct Memory Access (DMA) Controller 

The DMA controller can be used to transfer data from any memory-mapped location 

(from the full 32-bit address range) to any other memory-mapped location [TI529a]. 

These locations include internal and external memory, peripherals, and any devices 

connected to a memory mapped extension port. These data transfers take place without 

any intervention from the CPU. The CPU is only needed to configure the DMA controller 

for the type of transfer that will take place. The DMA controller can then transfer data in 

a once-off or continuous manner. 

There are four general DMA channels onboard the TMC320C6000 series ofDSPs, with a 

fifth DMA channel allowing the DMA controller to service requests from the Host Port 

Interface (HPI) [TI190d]. Each of the four general channels can be configured to perform 

different transfers by initialising the set of control registers associated with that DMA 

channel. Different DMA channels can have different priorities, allowing more important 

data transfers to interrupt transfers that are less time-critical to the system. 

The size of each element transferred can be configured to be 8, 16 or 32 bits. The number 

of elements per transfer can be changed by changing the number of elements per frame, 

as well as the number of frames per block of the transfer. 
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Most importantly, in the context of this project, the DMA can be synchronised to transfer 

data based on an event external to the DMA controller. More specifically, it is possible to 

synchronise the DMA transfers on events from the McBSP, allowing DMA channels to 

be configured to service the McBSP. It is possible to configure a DMA channel to read or 

write a single element or an entire frame per external event upon which it is 

synchronised. The graphical configuration tools in CCS2 can be used to perform all 

configuration of the DMA controller and DMA channels. 

B.2 Overview of the Multi-channel Buffered Serial Ports 

(McBSP) 

Two McBSPs exist on the TMS320C620 1 Evaluation Module (EVM). Each McBSP 

provides a fast, full duplex communications port to external devices. It makes use of up to 

128 channels and supports 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 32 bit element sizes [TI190d]. 

Furthermore, the McBSP is capable of generating events that can be used to synchronise 

the McBSP with any DMA channel that is being used to service the McBSP. It also 

provides two interrupts to the CPU that can be used in the event that the CPU services the 

McBSP. 

The McBSP interfaces to external devices through the external peripheral interface 

provided on the EVM. The McBSP uses 7 pins to interface to external devices. These 

pms are: 

o CLKR - Receive clock 

o CLKX - Transmit clock 

o CLKS - External clock 

o DR - Received serial data 

o DX - Transmitted serial data 

o FSR - Receive frame synchronization 

o FSX - Transmit frame synchronization 
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Two McBSP devices on separate TI 'C6000 series boards can be connected to each other 

to form a high-speed communications port. One McBSP simply generates the clock and 

frame pulses, and is therefore referred to as the clock and frame master. The other 

McBSP is the clock and frame slave, and does not generate any clock or frame 

synchronisation pulses [TI455a]. 

Multiple TI 'C6000 boards can all be connected via a TDM data bus in a similar fashion 

[TI49 1 a]. 
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Appendix C: Data Structures used by the 

MAC Framework 

A number of data structures have been defined for use in the MAC framework. These 

structures are initialised or modified by the MAC framework code. The declarations of 

these structures can be found in "global.h" 

A brief summary of each data structure is presented below. The buffers used in the MAC 

framework will also be elaborated upon. 

C.l Data Structures 

a struct type_timer 

This structure is used to store values used to calculate the time elapsed for any 

section of MAC framework processing 

a struct type _ stats 

This structure is used to hold the globally accessible statistics information about 

the number of packets created, the number of packet slots wasted etc. 

a struct type _lIccell 

Every LLC packet uses this structure. It contains fields for all sections of an LLC 

packet containing an A TM cell. 

a struct type _ elementholder 

Element holders are necessary to allow for the very efficient enqueue and dequeue 

operations implemented in the buffers of the MAC framework. Essentially, an 

element holder points to an element sized block of memory that is globally 

accessible and is not freed while the MAC framework is running. 

:J struct type _ cellbuffer 
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This structure contains all of the control variables for each buffer, as well as an 

uninitialised pointer to an array of elements. The use of this structure will be 

elaborated on later in this appendix. 

D struct type_PiggyBack 

The piggyback structure contains fields for the information to be attached to each 

MPDU. This information will be used by the scheduler to allocate bandwidth 

and/or to acknowledge receipt of a packet. 

D struct type_MPDUa 

This structure contains an array of LLC packets as well as a piggyback structure. 

D struct type_connection 

Each connection uses this structure to store connection dependant variables such 

as the PCR, MCR, CDV, connection ID and type of the connection. This structure 

also contains ingress, egress and MPDU buffers, as well as an element holder 

structure for enqueueing and dequeueing MPDUs. 

D struct type_frameheader 

This structure contains all fields needed by the frame header. This includes 

variables specifying the different sizes of each frame section and the transmit 

permissions for the CBR, and VBR uplink sections of the frame. 

D struct type_supheader 

This structure is similar to the frame header, except it contains information about 

the supplemental uplink period. 

D struct type_Frame 

The frame structure can be used to hold an entire MAC frame. The size of each 

data section of the frame is allocated at run time, and is dependant on the LLC 

packet size and the number of MPDU slots in that section. 

D struct type_MSG 

This structure is used to hold the messages that are posted to the mobile and base

station controller's mailboxes. 
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C.2 Buffers used by the MAC framework 

The buffers used in the MAC framework have been briefly discussed in chapter 4. This 

section will elaborate on the earlier discussion. 

The MAC framework buffers are implemented as fixed sized (fixed at initialisation time) 

arrays with control variables allowing them to be treated as circular buffers. As 

mentioned in chapter 3, this type of buffer requires very little dynamic memory allocation 

and traversing, when compared to linked lists, and very little re-organisation, compared to 

a normal array where data must be re-shuffled frequently. 

Figure 18 shows the state of an initialised buffer before any elements (cells in this case) 

have been enqueued. The buffer array is actually an array of pointers to elements. 

Element 
Holder 
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Dequeue Index Enqueue Index 
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Empty Empty Empty Empty 
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Figure 18: Buffer State before Enqueue 
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When an element is enqueued the buffer state changes to that shown in Figure 19. The 

enqueue index moves to the next position in the array of pointers. The pointer in the 

original enqueue position has been modified to point to the element being enqueued. The 

element holder pointer is modified to point to the empty element that was in the buffer. 

This ensures that the element holder pointer still points to valid memory space. 

Dequeue Index Enqueue Index 

Element ! / Holder 

~ / 

X 
Array of 
Pointers 
ffer Array) (8u 

/' 

Cell 

I 

~ , , 

Empty Empty Empty Empty -Cell Cell Cell Cell 

Figure 19: Buffer State After a Single Enqueue 

Pre-allocated 
Memory 

When the enqueue index reaches the end of the array it will wrap around to the starting 

position again. A wraparound state variable keeps track of whether the buffer is wrapped 

or not, as different enqueue and dequeue algorithms are needed if the buffer is wrapped 

or not. 
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To dequeue the element just enqueued in the above figures one would simply reverse the 

enqueue procedure and increment the dequeue index. The buffer would then be empty 

agam. 

Note that the element is never moved from one memory location to another during the 

enqueue or dequeue procedure. This factor improves the overall speed at which the MAC 

framework is capable of processing data at by approximately 41 %. 
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Appendix D: Overview of the MAC 

Framework Code 

This appendix mentions all files containing code relevant to the MAC framework. The 

relevance of each file and each function in the files is discussed to aid understanding of 

the code. This will also aid those wishing to continue development of the W A TM test

bed. 

C.l Buffers.c 

The buffers.c file contains all code needed to initialise and use the buffers defined in the 

MAC framework. The enqueue and dequeue procedures only copy pointers instead of 

copying an entire element. This results in an increase of about 41 % in the speed at which 

the MAC framework can process data. 

This file contains the following functions: 

ovoid initbuffer(struct type _ cellbuffer *buf, int size, int length) 

This function allocates all the memory that a specified buffer will need. The size 

of the elements to be buffered is specified as well as the number of elements to be 

contained by the buffer. 

Dint enqueue(struct type_ceUbuffer* buf, void** element) 

This function enqueues an element into the buffer by swapping the addresses 

pointed to by the element pointer and the pointer in the buffer that points to an 

unused element in the buffer. 

Dint dequeue(struct type_ceUbuffer* buf, void** element) 

This function dequeues an element from the buffer using a similar procedure to 

the enqueue function. 

Dint flushbuffer(struct type_cellbuffer* but) 
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Appendix D: Overview of the MAC Framework Code 

This function cleans out a buffer by resetting its enqueue, dequeue, numelements 

and wraparound variables. 

C.2 Init.c 

This file contains all of the initialisation routines for the MAC framework. This includes 

routines to set up individual connections and to allocate all memory needed by the MAC 

framework. 

The following functions are in this file: 

ovoid initvarO 

This function initialises all general variables used in the MAC framework and 

allocates memory for MAC frames, enqueue and dequeue elements etc. 

ovoid initconnection(struct type_connection *connection, int type, int id, int 

MACid, int pcr) 

This function initialises all variables pertaining to a specific connection and calls 

the initbuffer function for the ingress, egress and MPDU buffers for that 

connection. 

C.3 Mcbsp.c 

This file contains functions to initialise the McBSP and to perform transfers of data using 

the McBSP. It contains the following functions: 

ovoid MCBSPinitO 

This function simply sends a series of commands to the McBSPs to start them. 

This function does not need to configure the McBSPs because this configuration 

has already been performed using the graphical configuration tool in CCS2. 

ovoid DMAGo(Uint32 *dest, Uint32 *source, int numelements) 

This function originally used the DMA controller to transfer a block of elements 

to the McBSP for transmission. Later, it was modified to use the CPU to directly 

service the McBSP. This change did not result in a change in performance. Two 

McBSPs are used in tandem, with a different McBSP transmitting sequential 

elements. This approach improves the speed at which data can be handled. 
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C.4 AIl.e 

This file contains all of the MAC framework algorithms, including the base-station and 

mobile controller functions, the LLC packet generation code, the code for the high 

resolution timing functionality and the statistics generation code. It contains the following 

functions: 

o double returntimeO 

This function returns a microseconds time that IS used to evaluate the speed 

performance of the MAC framework. 

ovoid tx_cellcreate(int tablenum) 

This function creates packets for a specific connection. It then implements the 

ingress portion of the LLC abstraction layer by placing the created packet in the 

enqueue element holder and enqueueing the element in the correct connection's 

ingress buffer. 

ovoid tx_trafficgenO 

This function calls tx cellcreate for each connection. 

ovoid tx_packerO 

This function dequeues packets from the ingress buffer of each connection and 

packs the packets into MPDUs. It then enqueues complete MPDUs into the 

MPDU buffer for that particular connection. 

ovoid tx_bsDownlinkWriterO 

This function cycles through the connections on the base-station in a weighted 

round robin fashion, dequeueing MPDUs from the connection's MPDU buffer 

and placing them in the relevant blocks of the downlink section of the frame. The 

function then calls the PRY layer abstraction code to transmit the different 

downlink frame blocks. 

ovoid rx_mbDownlinkReaderO 

This function (run by the mobile controller) receIves the data transmitted by 

tx _ bsDownlink Writer from the PRY abstraction layer. It then unpacks the 

MPDUs and places the packets into the correct connection's egress packet buffer. 

ovoid tx_mbUplinkWriterO 
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Appendix D: Overview of the MAC Framework Code 

Similar to tx_bsDownlinkWriter, except this function creates and transmits the 

uplink frame block, and is run by the mobile controller. 

D void rx_bsUplinkReaderO 

Similar to rx mbDownlinkReader, except this function unpacks the uplink 

MPDUs and places the packets in the relevant connection's egress buffer and is 

called from the base-station controller. 

D void tx_mbSupWriterO 

This function is similar to tx_mbUplinkWriter, except it creates and transmits the 

supplemental uplink block of the frame. 

D void rx_bsSupReaderO 

Similar to rx_bsUplinkReader, except this function unpacks the supplementary 

uplink block of the frame and places the packets in the relevant connection's 

egress buffer. 

D void statsClearO 

This function resets all statistics gathered by the MAC framework. 

D void stats UpdateO 

This function performs a number of tasks. Firstly, it performs the egress LLC 

abstraction layer functionality by dequeueing each packet from the egress packet 

buffers and placing the packet in a pre-allocated memory location. This function 

then performs the packet sink functionality by taking each packet from the 

abstraction layer and analysing its contents for statistics calculation purposes. The 

function then recalculates all of the statistics gathered by the MAC framework 

and logs all of the statistics to a log within CCS2. 

D void bscontroller(Arg id_arg) 

This function is run as the "main" function of the base-station MAC process. It is 

synchronised with the mobile MAC controller through the use of mailboxes. The 

relevant functions to process or generate the MAC frame are called at the relevant 

times. 

D void mbcontroller(Arg id_arg) 

As above, except this function is run as the "main" function of the mobile 

terminal MAC process. 
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ovoid mainQ 

This function simply calls the initialisation routines for all of the global variables 

and connections that are used by the MAC framework. After the main function's 

tasks are complete the mobile and base-station controllers take over the execution 

time of the DSP and the main is no longer run. 
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Appel1dix E: The Accompanying CD

ROM 

A CD-ROM accompanies this thesis. This CD-ROM contains the following information: 

CJ This thesis document in ".doc" fonnat can be found in the "Thesis Document" 

directory. 

CJ Many of the documents referenced in this thesis can be found in the "Referenced 

papers and other useful documents" directory. 

CJ Documentation on TU's research, and more particularly on the "RaDevil" 

wireless research, can be found in the "Technical University of Berlin" directory. 

CJ Documentation on various embedded systems, including all of the Texas 

Instruments' documentation can be found in the "Referenced papers and other 

useful documents \Microprocessor Infonnation" folder. 

o Source code for the MAC framework can be found in the "MAC framework 

source" directory. 

o The images used in this thesis have been included in various fonnats in the 

"Thesis Document\Images" directory. 
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